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ABSTRACT 

There are increasing needs to develop control systems that can be used to automatically 

point Direct Current (DC) servo motor driven parabolic antennas to moving targets, 

notably in satellite tracking. This is in order to maintain the desired Line of Sight (LoS) 

and Received Signal Level (RSL) to guarantee quality communication. The problem is 

to design a reliable closed-loop control system with suitable algorithms to achieve 

accurate dish positioning and the establishment of a strong communication link between 

an earth station and a target over 400km in space. Conventional methods such as the 

three term Proportional Integral Derivative (PID) controller have been applied to this 

problem, mostly due to its simplicity and low cost. However, such techniques have 

failed to work for nonlinearities associated with servo motor such as saturation, 

backlash, friction, inertia, mechanical parameter variation and un-modeled dynamics 

which lead to lack of precise mathematical model. The aim of this research is to design a 

Neuro-Fuzzy System Controller (NFSC) which can be applied to a DC servomotor-

based parabolic dish antenna positioning system.  

To achieve this, first, a Fuzzy Logic Controller (FLC) was designed using expert 

knowledge. Next, NFSC was designed based on the FLC algorithms by employing 

Neural Network (NN) learning to tune the Fuzzy Logic (FL) rule base through hybrid 

training technique. The architecture of the antenna control system utilized Adaptive 

Neuro-Fuzzy Inference System (ANFIS) design environment of MATLAB/SIMULINK. 

The advantage of using NFSC method is that it has a high degree of nonlinearity 

tolerance, learning ability and solves problems that are difficult to address with the 



 

xix 
 

conventional techniques such as PID. For convenience, experiments were conducted 

offline based on the DC servo motor other than with a live antenna load. The results 

obtained were compared with those of a conventional PID controller as part of analysis. 

It was observed that the NFSC method was able to work for the nonlinear parameters 

and dynamic factors involved in the original DC servo motor system. Consequently, as 

seen from the results obtained, it achieved the desired output DC servomotor position 

with reduced rise time, settling time and overshoot in comparison with the PID 

controller. In an online system an antenna is treated as the load which is directly coupled 

to the DC servomotor shaft. Therefore, the ability of the developed NFSC to accurately 

control the antenna azimuth and elevation positions based on the location of satellite 

under interest with respect to the earth station antenna site was tested. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1. Background Information 

Parabolic antennas mounted at earth stations which are commonly used in satellite 

tracking applications, are prone to suffer from environmental disturbances [1]. For many 

years DC servo motor based controllers have been applied in closed loop control 

systems to position the satellite dishes [2]. However, servo motor systems are known to 

have nonlinear parameters and dynamic factors, such as saturation, backlash and friction 

that make it difficult to control the systems using conventional control methods such as 

Proportional-Integral (PI) and Proportional Integral Derivative (PID) controllers [3], [4]. 

Several controller models have been developed over time to solve the problem of 

antenna pointing in satellite and movable targets tracking using servomechanism [5], [6] 

and [7]. Recently, new intelligent control techniques such as Neural Networks, Genetic 

Algorithms and Fuzzy Logic methods are under research consideration as a viable 

solution to the problem [8], [9] and [10]. Although Fuzzy Logic Controller (FLC) has 

proven effective for complex, nonlinear and imprecisely defined systems still there are 

difficulties of derivation of correct fuzzy logic rules and difficulties in tuning parameters 

of the controller. Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) on the other hand, though it reduces 

development time and cost, it does not explain the way decisions have been reached. 

1.2. Problem Statement 

The ability to maintain communication over long distances beyond 550km in space for 

moving targets and satellites has always been a challenge. For instance, in mobile 

platform satellite communication, receiver systems are mounted on the movable device 
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such as ship, train, car or airplane. For a seamless reception of signals, the antenna 

system must be steered in both azimuth and elevation angles to track a specified satellite 

or target [1], [2], [3] and [4]. The most common problem when aligning a dish is aiming 

at the correct satellite or target for the broadcasts required. The problem can be 

addressed by developing a dedicated control algorithm that uses the received signals 

from the satellite to control a DC servo motor system which will in turn point the 

antenna to the desired position. On the other hand, a DC servo motor control system 

suffers from disturbances and errors caused by nonlinear variations in load conditions, 

motor saturation, backlash, friction and wind pressures and gusts. 

For a long time, classical controllers such as PID control have been utilized mostly due 

to low cost and simplicity. However, the PID controller is poor at dealing with 

nonlinearities and disturbances and also requires an accurate mathematical model of the 

system which may not be practically realizable. Such weaknesses of the PID controller 

have made the Fuzzy Logic Controllers (FLC) a viable alternative [10] and [11]. The 

FLC can handle problems with nonlinearities, imprecise and incomplete data, 

uncertainties and vague description of the system because it uses expert knowledge 

based on fuzzy rules with linguistic labels. However, the main drawback of FLC is that 

it usually takes a lot of time to design and tune the membership functions which 

quantitatively define the linguistic labels. Neural Network learning techniques can 

automate this process and substantially reduce development time and cost while 

improving performance but it will not explain how decisions have been made. These 

limitations formed a central driving force behind the Neuro-Fuzzy System Controller 

under study in this research. Consequently, the NFSC has been used to merge 
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advantages of FLC with those of Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) and its performance 

investigated in comparison with the PID controller for bench-marking purposes.  

1.3.  Justification 

 

In a motorized parabolic dish satellite tracking application, the most common 

conventional method is the PID controller owing to its low cost and ease of 

implementation but it can only be designed for linear conditions using precise 

mathematical models. However, in the case servo motor system internal nonlinearities 

such as saturation, backlash and friction as well as external disturbances like wind 

pressures cause error in achieving desired output motor position. The NFSC method 

adopted in this research offers the following benefits over existing strategies: 

1) It takes care of the operational knowledge of the dynamical servo system as it is 

a knowledge-based approach. 

2) There is no need of precise system mathematical model. 

3) It can work for the stated nonlinearities and external disturbances. 

4) The approach combines the mapping and learning ability of ANN with the 

linguistic and fuzzy inference advantages of FL. 

5) It is more accurate in achieving target position with not only reduced 

overshoots and settling times but also faster rise times as compared to the PID 

controller. 
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1.4. Objectives of the Research 

1.4.1. Main Objective 

 

To design Neuro-Fuzzy System Controller for controlling the position of DC servo 

motor to achieve desired antenna elevation and azimuth orientation in a satellite tracking 

system. 

1.4.2. Specific Objectives 

 

1. To design a DC servo motor Fuzzy Logic Controller using expert knowledge and 

simulate in MATLAB/SIMULINK. 

2. To design a DC servo motor Neuro-Fuzzy System Controller and simulate in 

MATLAB/SIMULINK. 

3. To implement the designed controller and compare performance with 

conventional PID controller. 

1.5. Scope of the Study 

This work has covered how mathematical modeling of a practical DC servomotor based 

parabolic antenna positioning and tracking system can be carried out. This enabled the 

said system to be represented in terms of a transfer function. Focus was made on the 

control system design which included PID, FLC and NFSC control strategies, each 

algorithm developed and applied in turn to the system in MATLAB/SIMULINK 

simulation environment and the obtained results were analyzed. A prototype was 

developed using Arduino Mega 2560 microcontroller and other components. This was 

then used to test the NFSC performance off-line with Spring SM-S4309M DC 

servomotor from which experimental results were obtained. Since the dish was 
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considered off-line the aspect of real time telecommunication signal tracking has not 

been covered as it is beyond the scope of this study. 

1.6.  Organization of Thesis 

 

The thesis is organized into five chapters including the chapter of introduction which 

forms Chapter 1. Chapter 2 deals with Literature Review. Here, an overview of related 

work, DC servomotor, Fuzzy Logic, Neuro-Fuzzy Systems and satellite dish tracking 

basics are covered as well as the research gaps are presented. Chapter 3 handles 

methodology. First, it describes modeling and analysis of satellite tracking antenna 

control system and design of a PID Controller for the same system. Secondly, Fuzzy 

Logic Controller and NFSC are designed and separately applied to the system. Finally, 

the MATLAB/SIMULINK models created and the overall experimental setup developed 

on a simplified prototype deploying an Arduino hardware model for off-line 

investigations of NFSC are presented. Chapter 4 presents the results obtained from the 

simulation models as well as those obtained from the experimental prototype developed. 

The performance of FLC and NFSC is compared with that of conventional PID 

controller. The comparison is done in a MATLAB/SIMULINK environment and the 

results are verified. Chapter 5 concludes the work performed in the study based on 

results obtained and also highlights the possible limitations. Moreover, further research 

work that can be carried out to improve the present scenario is mentioned. This section 

is followed by the reference materials that have been used in the development of the 

thesis. Finally, appendices are given which outline the supplementary experiments and 
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results obtained with the selected DC servomotor, Ziegler-Nichols PID Tuning Method 

as well as the NFSC training, testing and checking data. 

1.7.  Motivation 

 

Apart from the need to automatically point parabolic antennas utilized in satellite 

communication, radio telescopes as well as tracking of satellites or moving targets, the 

same have to be aligned at line of sight for their successful operation in the presence of 

uncertainties and nonlinearities [8]. This calls for a suitable control system to perform 

the positioning task. However, technology has kept evolving, therefore classical control 

strategies have to be replaced by new intelligent controllers to counteract these 

challenges. This forms the basis of the problem addressed by this research.  

1.8.  Contribution of the Thesis 

 

The key contribution made through this research work is the development of a NFSC 

with better dynamic performance and response to the nonlinearities of a DC servo 

motorized parabolic antenna pointing in terms of reduced rise time, settling time and 

percentage overshoot as compared to the most common classical PID controller. Also, 

the dependency of the DC servo motor Fuzzy Logic Controller performance on the 

knowledge level of the control human expert has been greatly reduced by fusing ideas of 

FLC and ANN to form NFSC. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

This chapter presents existing control techniques for motorized parabolic antenna 

systems, related satellite and dish pointing concepts and Arduino Library in MATLAB. 

2.1. Review of Existing Strategies for Parabolic Antenna Control 

This section gives a brief overview of the various methods used by the researchers in the 

field of control systems to solve for antenna positioning and tracking problems [8]. In 

order to make understanding easier, the main techniques used are categorized into the 

following four groups: Linear Control, Adaptive Control, Artificial Neural Networks 

and Fuzzy Logic Control Approach. 

2.1.1.  Linear Control Approach 

This approach uses the linear control theorems and approaches for control system 

analysis and design [3], [5], [6], [7], [12] and [13]. Different control methods have been 

used for the positioning/tracking control of the parabolic dish antenna system to improve 

the precision and system response to both internal and external disturbances. 

M. N. Soltani, et al [3] considers the case of overseas satellite telecommunication where 

the control system directs on-board motorized antenna towards a selected satellite in the 

presence of disturbances from the high sea waves. Fault Tolerant Control (FTC) system 

is designed to maintain the tracking functionality. The effectiveness of this method is 

tested using the ship simulator facility. However, the fault estimation has proved to be 

an extremely challenging task. Consequently, the team proposed use of fault estimation 

in an adaptive reconfiguration system as future research. 
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The problem presented to Liu Xuan, et al [5] was to analyze and implement a controller 

on an off the-shelf antenna azimuth position control system. They analyzed the open-

loop and closed-loop characteristics of the system and determined the most stable and 

implementable controller. The suggested solution was to implement a PID controller 

between the power amplifier and the preamplifier as shown in Figure 2.1. This allowed 

for better stability and response times as was observed from the MATLAB simulations. 

 

Figure 2.1: Antenna Azimuth Position Control System Block Diagram 

 

S. S. Sheth and S. K Gonsai [6] provided an overview of different antenna pointing 

mechanisms modeled and implemented for varied space applications. Traditionally, 

servo systems with DC motors or hydraulic actuators are used for antenna driving and 

different control algorithms: PI, PID, Linear Quadratic Gaussian (LQG), is used to 

improve performance of the pointing systems. PI controllers are easy to implement but 

take much time to reach set point and have degraded performance under system 
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nonlinearities. LQG controllers are not only optimal but also have the ability to estimate 

non-measurable states by using observers to reconstruct them and provide better 

performance in case of wind gusts noise. As future work, they proposed the use of 

stepper motors which provide good torque, to replace DC motor and servos which adds 

backlash and friction. 

C.H. Chang, et al [7] designed discrete-time controller for tracking of a target 

communication satellite using the sampled-data H-Infinity (  ) control theory along 

with the reference signal generated by an improved conventional step tracking 

algorithm. This controller demonstrated superior robustness for the longer sampling 

period when compared with a simple PID controller. However, the performance of the 

antenna tracking system largely depends on step sizes, with smaller step sizes creating 

computational delay. Further work is needed to design attitude correction systems so that 

surface vehicles such as ships may receive satisfactory satellite broadcasts. 

An H-infinity controller was proposed by W. Gawronski, [13] for tracking operation of 

the DSS-13 antenna with the aim of reducing disturbances due to wind. The H-infinity 

controller shows superior performance in terms of wind disturbance rejection and 

stability, followed by the linear-quadratic-Gaussian (LQG) controller and then the 

proportional-integral (PI) controller. 

2.1.2.  Adaptive Control Approach 

The adaptive control strategy [14], [15], [16], [17] is an online control parameter 

estimation method based on certain system measured parameters and originated seven 

decades ago. The control method has been applied to systems with constant or varying 
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uncertain parameters such as ship and aircraft steering, robots and processes control. An 

adaptive controller may be designed using either model reference method or the self 

tuning method [14]. It is used by H.S.Ahn, et al. [15] for tracking control of a dish 

antenna system in order to establish reliable communication with a low orbit satellite. 

Simulation results have shown that the control system was stable and did well in 

eliminating disturbances. 

Jia, et al. [16] developed satellite antenna position controller using adaptive variable 

structure with the aim of getting rid of the problem of model uncertainties which was 

achieved using the feed-forward compensation technique. Tests were conducted using 

the satellite antenna pointing compound full-physical simulation system and results 

showed that the controller had improved the pointing accuracy of the system. 

2.1.3. Artificial Neural Networks Approach 

Artificial Neural Network (ANN) mimics how the central nervous system of the human 

body functions. It was applied in control systems as far back as 1964 [22]. 

Artificial Neural Network (ANN) is a very powerful tool to solve complex problems and 

therefore complex control systems. Main advantages of ANN include:  

1. Very high speed of operation: Ability to accept large data and process it at one 

time owing to parallel structure. 

2. Is capable to generalize, which makes it act as a smart controller. This means that 

the controller is able to deal with new type of input data and decides how to deal 

with any change in the non-linear parameters to reduce their effect.  

3. In case failure occurs the effects are not sudden and will not lead to complete 

failure. 
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The basic structure of an ANN, shown in Figure 2.3, is composed of three layers, 

namely: input layer, hidden layer and output layer. The input layer has to accept the 

input data; which are the training set of data, or the set of data that will be used to 

simulate the network. The hidden layers (there may be several layers), are used to 

modify the inputs and define the interconnections of the neurons; and the final layer is 

the output layer that produces the single output of the ANN [23]. 

INPUTS
HIDDEN LAYER

OUTPUTS

 

Figure 2.2: Basic Artificial Neural Network (ANN) Structure 

The ANN was used by M. Palamar [24] in his paper. An antenna tracking controller was 

implemented for remote sensing of the earth using the low earth orbit satellites. 

Simulation results portrayed that aims of the study were achieved. 

T. B. Reddy, et al [21] presented a Brushless DC (BLDC) motor drive performance with 

ANFIS controller under varying operating conditions. The dynamic characteristics of the 

BLDC motor such as speed, torque, current and voltages of the inverter components are 

observed and analyzed. It is observed that the performance of the drive is improved with 

ANFIS controller when compared to PID controller. 
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The main shortcoming of ANN in control of DC servomotors is that it usually treats the 

servo system like a black box. This means that it hides some vital information from the 

user such as on how it arrives at a conclusion thus making it extremely difficult for the 

designer to comprehend how it manages to handle the error in the system. 

2.1.4. Fuzzy Logic Control Approach 

Lotfi A. Zadeh was first researcher to develop the Fuzzy logic in 1965 which he 

presented as a research paper and later gave further explanations in another paper 

presented in 1973. It was first applied in the manufacturing industry in 1975 when it was 

used in a cement kiln in Denmark. A Fuzzy Logic Controller is a controller that is 

intended to manage some vaguely known or vaguely described process. It has numerous 

advantages which make it suitable for many engineering applications, some of which are 

it allows for high level of automation since it can handle imprecise and incomplete data, 

achieving robust nonlinear control and it is easier to adjust the control algorithms in the 

program [22]. Figure 2.2 is a block diagram of a FLC system showing its various 

elements [11]. The controller can be used with the process in two modes: 

 Feedback mode when the Fuzzy Controller determination acts as a control device. 

 Feed forward mode where the controller can be used as a prediction device. 

The Fuzzy Controller has four main components [11]: 

1. Fuzzification Interface: The fuzzification interface performs a conversion from a 

crisp point into a fuzzy set. The shapes of the membership functions of the linguistic 

sets are determined according to the expert experience. 
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Figure 2.3: Block Diagram of a Fuzzy Logic Control System 

2. Knowledge Base: The knowledge base commonly consists of two sections: a 

database and a rule-base. The database contains the membership functions of the 

fuzzy sets used in the fuzzy rules and the rule-base contains a number of fuzzy IF-

THEN rules. 

3. Inference Engine: Inference Mechanism or Engine is the processing program in a 

Fuzzy Control system. It derives a conclusion from the facts and rules contained in 

the knowledge base using various human expert techniques. 

4. Defuzzification Interface: Defuzzification is a process that maps a fuzzy set to a 

crisp set. Four most common defuzzification methods: 

a) Max membership method 

b) Center of gravity method 

c) Weight average method 

d) Mean-max membership method 
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J.K Kim, et al [1] designed Fuzzy-PID controller using step tracking algorithm for a 2-

axes data link antenna system mounted on movable targets such as ships and spacecrafts. 

For these cases, the problem arises from the instability owing to the vehicle's roll, pitch 

and yaw motion. The computer simulated results showed superior performance 

compared to the conventional PID controller. However, the fuzzy rule base chosen 

limited performance of the antenna tracking system in the presence of increased 

disturbances. 

T.V. Hoi, et al [4] discussed the results of study, design and manufacture of a satellite 

searching and tracking system used for mobile receiver. This system applies both the 

traditional PID control and the Fuzzy PID control methods. First, the PID controller was 

designed by Ziegler Nichols (Z-N) tuning method to obtain control parameters. 

Then, a Fuzzy Controller was applied to tuning online parameters of the PID controller. 

Simulated and experimental results indicate that the system performances obtained from 

applying the fuzzy PID controller were better than traditional PID controller. 

In [9], a study on position control problem for DC servo motor is presented where three 

different motion controllers: PI, FLC and Adaptive Neuro Fuzzy Inference System 

(ANFIS) controllers were designed and simulated in MATLAB under variable 

conditions. Results showed that at 3Nm load the PI controller position response is 

stabilized at 0.4 second but with overshoot. At the same working conditions, no 

overshoot is observed for FLC and ANFIS controllers. 
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A.K. Pandey [10] presents efficient method for speed control of a separately excited DC 

motor using FLC. The simulation results show significant improvement in maintaining 

system performance. However, the controllers based on Fuzzy Logic theory are used 

only in simple configurations and their analytic knowledge is still poor. 

M.C. Rafael et al [23], developed an automated system for maneuvering of a parabolic 

reflector antenna of a satellite communication in Brazil. The approach adopted a Fuzzy 

Logic Controller possessing 63 rules that were generated on the basis of the rules of 

thumb applicable to the manual process of maneuvering a satellite dish. The solution 

resulted in better placement of the antenna and hence achieving a Carrier to Noise (C/N) 

ratio which was above the set minimum of      for good reception. An experiment 

was also conducted and the results showed a perfect match between the automated 

process which took only about 3 minutes compared to the manual dish positioning 

process that took about 50 minutes. 

A. H. Vardhan, et al [24] designed and implemented Fuzzy PID controller to track the 

changes occurred in position of DC motor. MATLAB/SIMULINK simulation results 

proved that the Fuzzy PID control method is more effective way to enhance stability of 

time domain performance of the DC motor. As future work, they propose that the 

position of DC motor can be controlled by using adaptive controllers like Neuro-Fuzzy, 

Model Predictive Control (MPC) and self-tuning regulator. 
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Fuzzy Logic approach was also used by [25] in their work of antenna azimuth position 

control. The FLC outperformed the PID controller based on reduced settling time and 

maximum overshoots.  

The main setbacks of FLC in control of DC servomotors are that it is difficult to 

generate accurate rule base and tune the controller parameters to ensure accurate and 

smooth position and velocity control of the motor and its load.  

2.2.Preference of Servo motors to Stepper motors 

In this study, the DC servo motors were preferred to the stepper motors because of the 

following reasons: 

1. Servo motors consume power only to rotate to the commanded position but 

consume no power in rest position. Stepper motors run warm and draw more 

current (power) to lock in and hold the commanded position. 

2. Stepper motors are often used in open-loop position control, with the number of 

steps of movement already specified. This then requires the controller to be able 

to tell the position of the stepper motor on power up. A servo motor will 

immediately turn to whatever angle the controller instructs it to, regardless of the 

initial position at power up. 

3.  A stepper motor lacks feedback which limits its performance to driving a load 

that is well within its capacity; otherwise missed steps under accelerating load 

may occur leading to positioning errors. The encoder and controller of a servo 
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motor though additional cost, relatively optimize the performance of the overall 

system. 

4.  Stepper motors suffer from vibration and resonance problems at certain speeds 

or load dynamics causing skipped steps, stalling, excessive vibration and noise. 

2.3.  DC Servo Motor Description 

Electric motors can be classified by their functions as servomotors, gear motors, and so 

forth, and by their electrical configurations as Direct Current (DC) and Alternating 

Current (AC) motors [9]. A further classification can be made as single phase and poly-

phase with synchronous and induction motors in terms of their operating principles for 

AC motors, and Permanent Magnet and shunt DC motors for DC motors. Servomotor is 

an automatic device used for position or speed control in closed loop control systems as 

shown in Figure 2.4. 

 

Figure 2.4: Servo Mechanism Basic Structure 

The requirement from a servomotor is to turn over a wide range of speeds and also to 

perform position and speed instructions given. Usually, servos operate on the principle 

of negative feedback, where the control input is compared to the actual position of the 
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mechanical system as measured by some sort of transducer at the output. Any difference 

between the actual and wanted values (error signal) is amplified and used to drive the 

system in the direction necessary to reduce or eliminate the error. Today, DC servo 

motors have been used in disc drives of computers, numeric control machines, industrial 

equipment, satellite tracking antennas, weapon industry, speed control of alternators, 

control mechanism of full automatic regulators as the first starter and starters [10]. In the 

field of control of mechanical linkages and robots, research works are mostly found on 

DC motors. Figure 2.5 shows a typical model of a servomotor system [25], [26] and 

[27]. Servomotor has two main components: the first is the electrical component, which 

consists of armature resistance        , armature inductance        , armature voltage 

       and the back electromotive force        . The second component of the 

servomotor is the mechanical part, from which we get the useful mechanical rotational 

movement at the shaft. The mechanical parts are the motor's shaft, inertia of the motor 

and load inertia         
   and viscous friction coefficient    (       ).  (   ) 

refers to the angular position of the output shaft which can be used to find the angular 

speed of the shaft   (     ). 

aV

aL
aR aI

bE
mT 

mB

mJ



aI

fI Fixed Field

 

Figure 2.5: DC (servo) motor Circuit Diagram 
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2.4.DC Servo Motor System Equations 

For an armature controlled separately excited DC motor, the voltage applied to the 

armature of the motor is varied without changing the voltage applied to the field. Using 

Kirchhoff’s Voltage Law, the output voltage and motor torque is related to equation 

(2.1). The motor torque    , is related to the armature current    by a constant factor    

given in equation (2.2). 

                

      

  
                                                      

                                                                       

Also, the back electromotive force (e.m.f)    is related to the angular velocity by 

equation (2.3). On the basis of Newton's Law combined with the Kirchhoff's Law 

equations (2.4) and (2.5) are obtained. 

         

  

  
                                                        

  
   

   
     

  

  
                                                 

    

      

  
            

  

  
                                     

 To obtain transfer functions, Laplace transform is applied to equations (2.4) and (2.5) to 

get: 

                                                                              

                                                                            

where   denotes the Laplace operator. Making current the subject in equation (2.7): 
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Substituting equation (2.8)   in equation (2.6) generates equation (2.9): 

                    

                

      
                                 

Figure 2.6 is a block diagram of a DC (servo) motor system showing elements of the 

transfer function.  

 

Figure 2.6: Block Diagram of DC (servo) motor Transfer Function System 

From equation (2.9), the transfer function from the input voltage,      , to the output 

angle  directly follows equation (2.10):  

      
    

     
 

   

                             
                                  

In addition, by multiplying the output angle equation by  , the transfer function from the 

input voltage,      , to the angular velocity,   is obtained as in equation (2.11). 
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2.5. Combining Neural Networks and Fuzzy Systems 

Neural networks automatically acquire knowledge courtesy of the training algorithm 

utilized. However, the learning process is relatively slow and analysis of the trained 

network is difficult. Fuzzy systems on the other hand are more favorable in that their 

behavior and action can be explained based on linguistic variables termed fuzzy rules 

and thus their performance can be adjusted by tuning the rules. In Neuro-Fuzzy Systems, 

Neural Networks are incorporated into fuzzy systems which can acquire knowledge 

automatically by learning algorithms of neural networks [28]. Generally, all the 

combinations of techniques based on neural networks and fuzzy logic are referred to as 

Neuro-Fuzzy Systems. The different combinations of these techniques can be divided 

into the following classes. Neural Fuzzy Systems, Fuzzy-Neural Networks and Fuzzy-

Neural Hybrid Systems [29]. 

2.5.1.  Neural Fuzzy Systems 

Neural Fuzzy Systems, whose block diagram is shown in Figure 2.7, are characterized 

by the use of Neural Networks (NN) to furnish fuzzy systems with a kind of automatic 

tuning strategy, but without varying their functionality. The Neural Network simulates 

the processing of a fuzzy system in which the neurons of the first layer are responsible 

for the fuzzification process [29]. The neurons of the second layer represent the fuzzy 

words used in the fuzzy rules. Finally, the neurons of the last layer are responsible for 

the defuzzification process. This kind of combination is mostly used in control 

applications.  For instance in [30], it is used to control speed of a DC motor. 
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Figure 2.7: Block diagram of a Neural Fuzzy System 

2.5.2. Fuzzy-Neural Networks 

The main goal of this approach is to `fuzzify' some of the elements of NN, using fuzzy 

logic. In this case, a crisp neuron can become fuzzy. Figure 2.8 shows the block diagram 

of this scheme. 

Neural 

Network (NN)

Fuzzy Inference

System (FIS)

Knowledge 

Base
Learning Algorithm

Decisions

Neural 

Outputs

Linguistic 

statements
Perception as 

neural  inputs

 
Figure 2.8: Block diagram of a Fuzzy Neural Network 

Since Fuzzy Neural Networks are inherently Neural Networks, they are mostly used in 

Pattern Recognition Applications. In these fuzzy neurons, the inputs are non-fuzzy, but 

the weighting operations are replaced by membership functions. The result of each 

weighting operation is the membership value of the corresponding input in the fuzzy set 

[28] and [29]. 
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2.5.3.  Fuzzy-Neural Hybrid Systems 

In this approach, a hybrid system is formed in which both fuzzy and neural networks 

techniques retain their designated features. Each one performs its own task in 

accomplishing various functions in the system, incorporating and complementing each 

other in order to achieve a common goal. The idea of a hybrid model lies in the 

interpretation of the fuzzy rule base in terms of a neural network. In this way the fuzzy 

sets can be interpreted as weights, and the rules, input variables, and output variables can 

be represented as neurons [29]. The learning algorithm results, like in neural networks, 

in a change of the architecture, i.e. in an adaption of the weights, and/or in creating or 

deleting connections. These changes can be interpreted both in terms of a neural net and 

in terms of a fuzzy controller. This last aspect is very important as the black box 

behavior of neural nets is avoided. Hybrid neuro-fuzzy controllers are realized by 

approaches like Fuzzy Adaptive Learning Control Network (FALCON), Generalized 

Approximate Reasoning based Intelligence Control (GARIC) and Adaptive Neuro-

Fuzzy Inference System (ANFIS) models [29]. The majority of the researchers use the 

neuro-fuzzy term to refer only to hybrid Neuro-Fuzzy System. 

2.6. Arduino Library in MATLAB 

MATLAB 2012a and higher versions provide for direct communication with Arduino 

Uno and Arduino Mega 2560 in SIMULINK. The SIMULINK Support Package for 

Arduino Hardware allows for creation of algorithms that can communicate with Arduino 

sensors and actuators through the USB-serial port cable by using inbuilt blocks. Digital 

and analog data can be easily sent from Arduino to MATLAB and vice versa through 
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these pins. Other provisions include blocks for servo motor control, pulse width 

modulated (PWM) signals and serial transmission of data between MATLAB and 

Arduino. Figure 2.9 depicts the blocks as they appear in MATLAB SIMULINK 

environment [31]. 

 

Figure 2.9: Inbuilt blocks for use with Arduino in SIMULINK 

2.7. Satellite Communication Basics 

A communications satellite is an artificial satellite launched in space for the purposes of 

telecommunications. It allows communication between various source transmitters and 

target receivers located at widely separated points on the Earth by amplifying and then 

relaying the signals. These satellites have several uses, notably serving communication 

needs in television, telephone, radio, internet and military applications. At the moment, 

there are more than 2,000 communications satellites in Earth's orbit, utilized by both 

private and government organizations [32].  Figure 2.10 shows block diagram of how 

satellite communication system works. 
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Figure 2.10: Satellite Communication System 

A satellite is made up of the following major components: communications system 

(which consists of the antennas and transponders that receive and retransmit signals), the 

power system (which includes the solar panels that supply power) and the propulsion 

system (which includes the rockets that propel the satellite). The original signal being 

transmitted from the earth station to the satellite is called the uplink and is usually at a 

higher frequency e.g. 6GHz. The retransmitted signal from the satellite to the receiving 

stations is called the downlink and is at a lower frequency e.g. 4GHz. The transmitter-

receiver set in the satellite is known as a transponder.  

There are three altitude classifications for satellite orbits, [33], [34], [35] and [36] as 

follows: 

1. Low Earth Orbit (LEO) 

LEO satellites are positioned at an altitude between 160 km and 1,600 km (100 and 

1,000 miles) above Earth and take approximately 1.5 hrs for a full orbit. From LEO, a 

constellation of 20 or more satellites are required to cover the entire earth's surface 
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[33]. Due to the proximity to Earth, LEO satellites have a lower latency and require 

less amplification for transmission but need tracking antenna systems [34]. 

2. Medium Earth Orbit (MEO) 

MEO satellites operate from 10,000 to 20,000 km (6,300 to 12,500 miles) from Earth. 

These satellites are traditionally used for Global Positioning Systems (GPS) 

navigation systems and are sometimes used by satellite operators for voice and data 

communications. MEO satellites require a constellation of 10 or more satellites to 

provide continuous coverage and can be used to provide mobile and voice services. 

Tracking antennas are needed to maintain the link as satellites move in and out of the 

antenna range [35]. 

3. Geostationary Orbit (GEO) 

GEO satellites are positioned at 35,786 km (22,236 miles) above the equator and 

orbit the earth in the same direction and speed as the earth rotates on its axis taking 

24 hours to complete one revolution [35]. This makes it appear to be fixed at the 

same spot in the sky. At least 3 GEO satellites are required to cover the whole surface 

of the Earth. Such satellites are mostly used for broadcasting and data applications 

because of the larger area on the ground that they can cover. However, due to the 

distance from the earth, there is a longer latency (0.22 seconds). It is important to 

note that satellites do not operate between LEO and MEO because of the inhospitable 

environment for electronic components in that area, which is attributed to the Van 

Allen radiation belt [33]. 
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2.8. Frequency Bands 

Communication and military satellites operate at very high radio frequency ranges or 

bands falling within (1-50GHz). The bands are identified by letters from low to high 

frequencies as: L-, S-, C-, X-, Ku-, Ka-, and V-bands. Table 2.1 shows Frequency bands 

available for satellite communication. 

Table 2.1: Satellite Communication Frequency Band Designations 

S/No.  Band  Frequency 

Range  

Total 

Bandwidth 

General Application 

1. L 1 to 2GHz  1GHz Mobile satellite service (MSS) 

2. S 2 to 4GHz 2GHz MSS, NASA, deep space 

research 

3. C 4 to 8GHz 4GHz Fixed satellite service (FSS) 

4. X 8 to 12.5GHz 4.5GHz FSS military, terrestrial earth 

exploration, meteorological 

satellites 

5. Ku 12.5 to 18GHz 5.5GHz FSS, broadcast satellite service 

(BSS) 

6. K 18 to 26.5GHz 8.5GHz BSS,FSS 

7. Ka 26.5 to 40GHz  13.5GHz FSS 

 

Signals in the lower range (L-, S-, and C-bands) of the satellite frequency spectrum are 

transmitted with low power, and thus larger antennas are needed to receive such signals, 

e.g. 1.8m for C-band. However, owing to lower frequencies they are less susceptible to 

adverse weather condition and hence will not suffer from signal fading even in the 

presence of rainfall. On the other hand, signals in the higher end (X-, Ku-, Ka-, and V-

bands) of the spectrum contain more power; therefore, parabolic dishes as small as 

0.45m in diameter can receive them. As a result, the Ku-band (dish sizes 0.6m-1.2m) 

and Ka-band (0.9m-1.2m) spectrum become ideal for direct-to-home (DTH) 

broadcasting, broadband data communications, and mobile telephony and data 
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applications. However, they are more susceptible to adverse weather conditions such as 

rainfall which causes signal fading [33], [34] and [35]. 

2.9.Antenna Positioning Basics 

A ground station, or earth station, is the terrestrial base of satellite communication 

system. The ground station communicates with the satellite to carry out the designated 

mission. The earth station consists of five major subsystems: The antenna subsystem, the 

receive subsystem, the transmit subsystem, the ground control equipment subsystem and 

power subsystem. Essentially, two angles are necessary to locate a given satellite from a 

known point on the surface of the earth and hence establish a direct signal path (Line of 

Sight) between the satellite and earth station antenna. Usually, in order to refer to these 

look angles; it is customary to use the elevation and azimuth angles [35]. 

2.9.1.  Azimuth 

Azimuth is the angle relating to the horizontal positioning of the antenna or dish. The 

angle is expressed in terms of degrees, with North = 0 degrees, South = 180 degrees 

(Refer to Figure 2.11). The azimuth would be 180 degrees (relative to true north) if the 

satellite is at the same longitude that one is on. If the satellite is east, or west, of the said 

longitude the azimuth will be less than, or greater than 180 degrees respectively [36]. 

2.9.2.  Elevation 

This is the angle by which the antenna or dish must be \tilted Up or Down" in relation to 

the theoretical horizon, in order to position it precisely for the desired satellite. The 

actual elevation pointing angle to the satellite is determined by user's latitude & 

longitude and the longitude of the satellite. In general terms the elevation angle will be 
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low when one is located at high latitudes and will increase as you get closer to the 

equator [36], (Refer to Figure 2.11). Additionally, from any given latitude, the elevation 

will be highest when the satellite is at the same longitude that one is situated. 

 

Figure 2.11: Satellite antenna orientation properties 

2.9.3.  Calculation for the reference position of earth station antenna  

With the geographic coordinates of satellite and the ground station, the azimuth angle is 

given as in equation (2.12) [23], [34] and [35]: 

          
           

      
                                                                   

where 

    Latitude of the earth station, 

    Longitude of the earth station, 

    Longitude of the satellite 

For the southern hemisphere with the earth station west of the satellite: 

                                                                                      

For the southern hemisphere with the station east of the satellite: 
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For the northern hemisphere with the earth station west of the satellite: 

                                                                              

For the northern hemisphere with the earth station east of the satellite: 

                                                                              

According to [23], [34] and [35] the value of the elevation angle (E) can be obtained 

from equation: 

   
                      

                                 
                                   

where: 

   Radius of the geostationary orbit [42,164 km], 

    Radius of the Earth [6,378km]. 

2.9.4. Antenna polarization 

The polarization of an antenna refers to the orientation of the electric field (E-plane) of 

the radio wave with respect to the Earth's surface and is determined by the physical 

structure of the antenna and by its orientation. Thus, a vertical antenna receives and 

emits best vertically polarized waves, and a horizontal antenna receives or emits 

horizontally polarized waves. In the case of parabolic dish antenna a Linear LNB is 

installed to receive linear polarized satellite signals whereas a circular LNB is used to 

receive circularly polarized satellite signals [34] and [35]. 
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2.10. Tracking Antenna Systems 

An earth station's tracking system, whose pedestal unit is as presented in Figure 2.12, is 

required to perform some of the functions such as Satellite acquisition, Automatic 

tracking, Manual tracking and Program tracking.  

 

Figure 2.12: Two axis satellite earth station tracking antenna mount 

The look angles for the ground station antenna are required so that it points directly at 

the satellite. These angles change in order to track the satellite. For geostationary orbit, 

the angle values do not change as the satellites are fixed with respect to earth. Thus large 

earth stations are used for commercial communications. Communicating with satellites 

in LEO and MEO requires tracking antennas on the ground to ensure seamless 

connection between satellites [33]. For home antennas, antenna beam width is quite 

broad and hence no tracking is essential. This leads to a fixed position for these antennas 

[34]. 
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2.11. Summary of Research Gaps 

The previous research studies related to satellite tracking earth station dish systems have 

been presented. From these, it is noted that different approaches have been used to 

control the position of the parabolic dish in order to achieve desired signal line of sight 

so as to guarantee quality communication. However, a close examination of these 

strategies from the classical PID to intelligent FLC has revealed that each has its own 

shortcoming when used on its own. For example, with PID control strategy, the system 

has to be linear with known mathematical models yet it still suffers from high 

overshoots in the presence of nonlinearities. On the other hand, FLC though does not 

require knowledge about the antenna system model suffers from the difficulties in 

establishing the correct rule base and parameter tuning. ANN approach offers an 

alternative to FLC with its learning ability but it usually treats the system like a black 

box hence making it extremely difficult for the designer or operator to understand how it 

manages to handle the error in the system. Therefore, the current work seeks to fill this 

gap by developing a NFSC control system that would improve automatic satellite dish 

positioning. This is made possible by combining the descriptive nature of FLC with the 

learning ability of the ANN so as to optimize the parabolic dish positioning process 

without the need for an accurate system model. The controller will minimize DC 

servomotor positioning errors (hence load) by first learning the process and then using 

this information to compare desired position with actual position for both the elevation 

and azimuth motors and hence sending the appropriate control signal to the respective 

motor drivers within the desired time frames defined in section 3.1. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

METHODOLOGY 

This chapter presents the approach adopted in developing a control system with the 

proposed algorithms to solve the problem of parabolic antenna positioning in a satellite 

tracking system. The design task began with problem formulation and system modeling 

followed by the development of control algorithms which include: Proportional Integral 

Derivative (PID) on one hand, and Fuzzy Logic (FL) and Adaptive Neuro-Fuzzy 

Inference System (ANFIS) on the other. The algorithms are tested on a DC servomotor-

based antenna positioning or tracking system models, both industrial and prototype. 

3.1. Antenna Control System Problem Formulation and Set up 

Figure 3.1 is the control block diagram of the DC servo motor parabolic antenna 

pointing system. The basic components are summers, controller, motor driver, nonlinear 

disturbance, target motors and sensors. The control is triggered by the need to adjust the 

dish antenna look angles from the earth station i.e. angles of elevation (   to    )  and 

azimuth (   to     ) of the antenna (load) in accordance with the changing positions of 

the target satellite (refer to Table 4.4 for selected satellite locations) to maintain desired 

line of sight. This is the interpretation of satellite tracking adopted in this study. 

Moreover, it is important to note that the antenna movements are only applicable to 

cases of LEO or MEO satellites and are usually performed at low speeds and within the 

stated range, yet critical precision is required to maintain correct signal levels. If this is 

not the case, e.g. for GEO satellites, then the control algorithms can be used for a one 

time automatic dish antenna positioning instead of carrying out the process manually. 
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The first input to the summer is set position      , the desired position at which the 

azimuth or elevation motor is expected to run to and stop at.  
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Figure 3.1: Block diagram of antenna control system 

The second input to the summer is the feedback signal, the current position of the 

azimuth or elevation motor, captured by feedback sensor, the potentiometer and 

subsequently transformed to a summer readable format. The difference between these 

two inputs is called position error signal      and is given to the controller. The 

controller reads the error signal and produces respective output signal, called controller 

output     . The controller output then reaches the motor driver, which produces a 

proportional output to rotate the respective motor in either direction according to the 

sign of the error signal (positive or negative). As the desired position is approached, the 
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error signal reduces to zero and the motor stops. The armature controlled DC servomotor 

takes in a voltage signal whose magnitude is proportional to the desired degrees of 

rotation, and has an almost flat speed-torque characteristic curve. Consequently, the step 

input signals of varying amplitudes were selected to represent reference or desired 

positions which could be directly applied through pre-calibrated potentiometers. The 

potentiometers enabled the conversion of continuous angular changes to corresponding 

continuous voltage changes. 

The flowchart shown in Figure 3.2 summarizes the sequential events involved in a 

practical parabolic dish pointing system. 

 

Figure 3.2: Flow chart of proposed system antenna pointing automation 
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The problem is to develop a suitable control system to position the antenna to the desired 

azimuth and/or elevation position and best satisfy the following tracking performance 

criteria: 

1. Rise time (  )     

2. Settling time (  )     

3. Maximum Overshoot (  )      

4.  In addition, the parabolic dish pointing accuracy should be within tolerance of 

(   ) or     of the target azimuth and elevation angular information to 

maintain the LoS. 

The steady state error (   ) was negligible and hence has not been captured in the results 

presented (see Appendix 5). 

These values have been selected based on practical industrial standards which are typical 

requirements for a satellite dish positioning and tracking system [26].  The specifications 

are applicable to satellite dish sizes of 0.2m and 1.2m in diameter and weighing 5Kg and 

10Kg respectively deployed at a frequency of     . The motor ratings are 5V for the 

prototype DC servomotor and 10V for the industrial DC motor with a torque of 

7.5Kgcm and 15Kgcm respectively. The two motors have been used to capture both the 

industrial and the prototype scenarios. This is because the former is characterized with a 

bigger (1.2m) and heavier (10Kg) dish antenna load which requires DC motor with 

greater torque (15Kgcm) as well as external feedback and power amplifiers. The latter 

case presents a smaller (0.2m) and lighter (5Kg) dish which could easily be driven with 

a small DC servomotor-SM-4309M usable with the microcontroller (Arduino Mega 
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2560). The dish antenna look angles from the earth station required to follow the satellite 

is specified as    to     for angles of elevation and    to      for azimuth so as to 

maintain desired line of sight. In order to achieve the control system design objectives 

and satisfy the stated performance criteria, a PID controller was first developed, 

followed by FLC and lastly the NFSC. The response of each controller was analyzed and 

the performance noted in terms of the above criteria with varying step input signal. 

3.2.  Mathematical Modeling of Antenna Positioning System 

In order to model the system, several parameters and variables which represent the DC 

servomotor, significant inputs, outputs and signals were defined in table format. Table 

3.1 shows Parameters of Model with DC servo motors for both a practical system and 

the one developed as a prototype. The system for controlling the azimuth (or elevation) 

position of an industrial satellite tracking antenna comprises of two potentiometers, one 

is utilized at the input and the other at output as transducer, a power amplifier, a 

preamplifier, a load and motor. The comprehensive block diagram of the system for 

controlling antenna position was shown in Figure 2.1 [5] and [26]. To model and 

analyze this system, the following assumptions were made [5] and [26]: 

 The system is well described by the provided project data. This means that the values 

for modeling the motor, gears, load, Preamplifier, Power Amplifier, potentiometers 

and voltage references are accurate. 

 The transfer functions given for the power amplifier and preamplifier are accurate 

and that saturation is never reached. 
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 There are no disturbances or interference in the signals sent between parts of the 

controller system. This means that the dynamics of the potentiometers and the two 

amplifiers are neglected. 

Table 3.1: Parameters of Industrial and Prototype Model with DC servo motors  

S/No. Parameter Definition Industrial Prototype 

1   Power Amplifier Pole        

2    Motor and Load Pole          

3    Motor Dampening Constant  

[       ] 
           

4    Load Dampening Constant  

[       ] 
         

5    Equivalent viscous friction  

coefficient [       ] 
           

6    Motor Inertial Constant [    ]            

7    Load Inertial Constant [    ]          

8    Equivalent Moment of  Inertia 

[    ] 

          

9   Preamplifier Gain     

10    Power Amplifier Gain        

11    Back e.m.f Constant                 

12    Gear Ratio           

13    Motor and Load Gain               

14      Potentiometer Gain             

15    Motor Torque Constant [    ]          

16    Motor Armature Inductance [ ]               

17   Turns on Potentiometer       

18          Gear Teeth (Respectively)                      

19    Motor Armature Resistance ( )       

20    Voltage across Potentiometer [ ]      

 

Source of Industrial Parameters: [26]. 

 

First, ignoring the PID compensator, there are five subsystems of the entire system, each 

with its associated transfer function. 
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1.  Input and Output Potentiometer: The input and feedback potentiometer each has 

an associated transfer function, in the form of a gain,      , which is the same since 

the potentiometers are configured in the same way. The potentiometer converts the 

input angle,       to a voltage,       . In the center position, the output voltage is 

zero while 5 turns towards either the      yields a voltage change of        . Thus 

to obtain the potentiometer gain, the voltage change is divided by the angular 

displacement as in equation (3.1): 

      

      
      

  

   
 

 

 
                                                               

2. Preamplifier and Power Amplifier: The Preamplifier (error detector amplifier) 

amplifies the input error signal voltage by some gain  to give a voltage that is 

usable by the Power Amplifier which in turn converts it to a voltage that the motor 

can use. The parameters for transfer functions of both amplifiers are given in Table 

3.1. The transfer functions for the Preamplifier and Power Amplifier are determined 

as the ratio of the Laplace transforms of the output voltage divided by the input 

voltage and are given in equations (3.2) and (3.3) respectively. 

      

      
                                                                                         

      

      
 

   
   

 
   

     
                                                         

The value of the Preamplifier gain     can be determined for a stable system by utilizing 

the Routh-Hurwitz criterion [37] and [38]. According to this criterion, it was found that 

the system gave stable response if the value of     was chosen in the range        
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     . Here, the value of the gain taken is     since it falls within the above mentioned 

range [37]. 

3. Motor and Load: After the Power Amplifier, is the motor attached to the gears and 

the load (the antenna). All of these items must be considered when computing the 

transfer function of the resulting mechanical system. It is assumed that the motor is 

armature controlled DC servomotor and therefore has a fixed field. The equation 

relating the input voltage to the motor to the output position of the armature had been 

obtained earlier in section 2.4. Hence, from equation (2.10) it can be written in 

equation (3.4) that: 

        
                        

  
                                                      

The equivalent inertia   , is obtained from motor inertia    and load inertia    as in 

equation (3.5) while the equivalent viscous damping    is calculated from motor 

friction and load friction as in equation (3.6): 

         
  

  
          

  

   
                                                

         
  

  
          

  

   
                                                

In the above equations,    and    represent the gear teeth and their ratio gives the Gear 

ratio   . In a fixed field motor, at steady state, it is assumed that       . Assuming 

that      , equation (3.4) is further simplified to equation (3.7). The assumption that 

the armature inductance      is small compared to the armature resistance       is usual 

for a DC (servo) motor [26]. Motor and load block’s pole and zero is represented by 
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equations (3.8) and (3.9) with the transfer function as in equation (3.10). The transfer 

function relating load displacement to armature voltage, equation (3.11), is obtained by 

multiplying by   . 

      

     
 

   
   

    
          

   
 

 
  

       
                                      

   
          

   
 

                    

         
                          

   
   

   
   

    

         
                                                                    

      

     
 

  

       
  

     

         
                                                        

      

     
    

      

     
  

      

         
                                                          

The open loop transfer function of antenna control system is obtained by omitting the 

feedback such that only the power amplifier and motor with load are considered. The 

transfer function relating the input voltage       to output angle of the motor and 

load       is given in equation (3.12) and to the output angular velocity,        is 

obtained by differentiating the angular position (multiplication by  ), in equation (3.13) 

as given in [37]: 
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The closed loop transfer function without the PID compensator can be found using two 

methods. The first method uses the block diagram reduction whose steps are 

summarized in Figure 3.3.  

 

Figure 3.3: Block diagram reduction for antenna azimuth position control system 

Here, part (a) shows the original block diagram model, part (b) shows pushing of the 

input potentiometer to the right past the summing junction, part (c) shows equivalent 

forward transfer function and lastly, part (d) presents the final closed loop transfer 

function assuming unity feedback. 

The other method uses the general transfer function of a closed-loop system defined by 

equation (3.14): 
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where      is the compensator assumed to be unity and      is the open-loop transfer 

function given by equation (3.15): 

         
  

       
  

  

     
                                                  

The output angle is given by equation (3.16). 

          
  

       
  

  

     
                                                   

where        is given by equation (3.17): 

                                                                        

By making the necessary substitutions in equation (3.14) the closed loop transfer 

function of system for controlling the position of antenna azimuth [14] is provided as in 

equation (3.18): 

        

      
  

     

                      
                                                       

Similarly, the prototype transfer function with DC servomotor (SM-S4309M) and 

experimentally determined parameters including an offline load of diameter       and 

weight of    were obtained as follows. The potentiometer gain is given in equation 

(3.19) while the equivalent inertia     and the equivalent viscous damping      as in 

equations (3.20) and (3.21) respectively: 
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Prototype Motor and load block transfer function is given by equation (3.22) and this 

can be multiplied by the gear reduction ratio of      . 

      

     
 

   
   

    
          

   
 

 
  

       
 

   

        
                                  

The open loop transfer function relating the input voltage to output angle is given in 

equation (3.23) and to the output angular velocity, in equation (3.24). 

     
      

     
  

      

                   
                                                       

     
        

     
  

      

                
                                                       

In order to realize a stable system, the closed loop poles ought to be in the left half of the 

s-plane. As the loop gain is changed, the locations of the poles are also changed, creating 

the possibility that the poles could move into the right half of the s-plane, which may 

yield instability. That is why a proper gain setting is essential for the stability of the 

system and this must be taken care of in the formulation of the closed loop system. The 

range of the Preamplifier gain K required to keep the closed loop system stable was 

determined by Routh-Hurwitz criterion. Using the denominator of equation (3.18), the 

Routh table shown as Table 3.2 was created. 

Table 3.2: Routh Table for antenna azimuth control stability 

Column One Column Two Column Three 
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The third row of the table showed that a row of zeros occurred if          . This 

value of   makes the system marginally stable. Therefore, there will be no sign changes 

in the first column if              and this serves as the condition for stability. If 

the value of gain K as found by using Routh-Hurwitz criterion is used [37] and [38] 

i.e.        , then, equation (3.18) becomes equation (3.25): 

        

      
  

   

                    
                                                       

The value is chosen as 100 so as to be equal to that of the power amplifier for design 

convenience and to reduce energy consumption. The closed-loop transfer function for 

the prototype is similarly obtained as in equation (3.26): 

        

      
  

           

             

  
     

                        
                 

Where      
 

  
        

3.3. PID Controller Design for Antenna Control System 

A PID (Proportional-Integral-Derivative) controller is implemented in almost all 

industrial processes because it is simple and robust. This controller is extremely popular 

because it can usually provide good closed loop response characteristics, can be tuned 

using relatively simple rules and easy to construct using either analogue or digital 

components. The structure of PID controller had been shown in Figure 2.1. Control 

signal is the sum of three components: proportional, integral and derivative and is 

defined in the parallel form as follows in equation (3.27): 
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where    ,   and    are proportional, integral and derivative gains and error,      is: 

                                                                                           

By using the Laplace transform, the transfer function of PID controller in frequency 

domain can be represented as in equation (3.29). 

      

    
     

  

 
          

 

   
                                                     

where the reset time    and the derivative time    are defined as: 

   
  

  
                                                                         

   
  

  
                                                                         

and 

   
  

  
                                                                         

The transfer function of PID controller in its most familiar form is given by equation 

(3.33): 

      

    
  

    

 
    

 

  
  

 

    
                                                        

The equations of the PID controller for industrial and prototype motors are presented in 

(3.34) and (3.35) respectively:  
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By using PID, the closed-loop transfer function of position control system of antenna 

azimuth is expressed as equations (3.36) and (3.37) for industrial and prototype motors 

respectively: 

        

      
  

                    

                                      
                            

        

      
  

                          

                                              
                

The values of   ,    and    are obtained using Ziegler Nichols (Z-N) tuning algorithm 

given in Table Appendix 3.1 in Appendix 3. This method gives automatic oscillation of 

the process to compute the three gain constants. Ziegler-Nichols presented two methods: 

Step response method and Frequency response method [30]. In this thesis frequency 

response method was used. This is because since the PID controller and the plant are 

already in frequency domain, it was simpler to put the controller in the proportional 

mode and increase the gain until an oscillation took place. The critical gain (  ) and 

periodic oscillations (  ) were  then easily obtained and these, together with Z-N in 

Table Appendix 3.1 in Appendix 3, assisted in computing the preliminary gain values of 

the PID controller as follows:      ,          and        However, since these 

initial gain constants depicted high overshoots, the final PID controller gain parameters 

which gave the most appropriate response and thus meeting the design constraints were 

obtained as:       ,      and      for the industrial motor. Similarly, the PID 

parameters were obtained as      ,      and      for the prototype motor. 

Using these values, the final equations with PID control for industrial motor and 

prototype motor are as given in equation (    ) and (     . 
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3.4 Fuzzy Logic Control (FLC) Design 

3.4.1 Fuzzy Logic Control (FLC) Method 

The Fuzzy Logic Control method involves two steps: formulation of initial rules block 

and optimizing the rules by hit and trial method using MATLAB. The specific 

components characteristic of the Fuzzy Controller to support the design procedure are 

Fuzzifier, Defuzzifier, Knowledge Base and Decision Making unit [10], [22]  and [39] . 

The FLC created had 2 inputs: position error (    ) designated simply as E and change 

in position error (
 

  
    ) represented by DE and a single output given as control input to 

the DC servo motor drivers denoted as CI. Using     linguistic variables to represent 

changes in the two inputs, a total number of    Mamdani type rules were created and 

stored in the rule base memory. This choice is made in order to improve on accuracy of 

the control system. For simplicity, triangular fuzzy sets have been selected for both input 

(fuzzification) and output (defuzzification). The defuzzification method used is the 

center of gravity method, also called centroid method as it is the most popular method. 

For given set of inputs to the FLC, appropriate rule(s) are fired in the rule base and 

defuzzified to give the control input signal. 
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3.4.2 FLC Model and Membership Functions Used 

The FLC designed in MATLAB used triangular membership functions since they are 

easily calculated (possess lesser number of parameters) and easier to modify too. 

Additionally, they are economical since they are specified by only three parameters. The 

Mamdani FLC model is shown in Figure 3.4 whereas the ranges and parameters with the 

chosen 7 triangular membership functions defined for E and DE are shown in Figure 3.5. 

The output MF representing the Control signal (CI) and the 3-D Surface View of the 

algorithm are shown in Figure 3.6. 

 

Figure 3.4: Mamdani FLC Model 
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(a) Position Error FIS Input MF (b) Position Error Change FIS Input MF 

Figure 3.5: Mamdani FLC Controller Input MFs for the FIS 

  

(a) Output MF Used in the FIS File (b) 3D Control Surface Viewer 

Figure 3.6: Mamdani FLC output MF and the Surface Viewer 
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3.4.3 Formulation of FLC Rule Base 

It has been stated that the FLC under consideration takes 2 inputs: Position Error and 

Change in Position Error and gives out one output which is fed to the DC servo motor 

driver. It controls the direction of rotation and speed of the servo motor based on 

equations (3.40) and (3.41). 

                                                                                     

                                                                                     

where, 

   Position Error 

     Input Potentiometer (Desired) voltage 

    Output Potentiometer (Actual) voltage 

    Change in Position Error 

    Previous Error 

This means that if the error is positive and the change in error is negative then the 

response is following the right direction and the servomotor should move forward in this 

direction but if the error becomes negative and the change in error is negative, this 

implies that the response is following the wrong direction and it should start moving in 

the opposite direction until the antenna faces the target. To fine tune the transition in the 

FLC controller parameters the following linguistic variables were defined: NB, NM, NS, 

ZR, PS, PM, PB, where NB means negative big, NM means negative medium, NS 

means negative small, ZR means zero, PS means positive small, PM means positive 

medium and PB means positive big. The span of position error is [-6 6], rate of change 
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of position error is [-2 2] and that of control is [-7 7]. These inputs are fuzzified to 

represent their linguistic variables, for which 7 triangular membership functions are 

used. To formulate the Fuzzy Logic Controller, 49 IF THEN rules with minimum 

operator are specified using logical reasoning and drawing from the knowledge of an 

expert i.e. human operator who has previously monitored the behavior of the system. A 

section of the developed fuzzy rules in the form of             algorithm included in 

the Fuzzy Logic Controller are given in Figure 3.7a while a portion of the rule viewer is 

indicated in Figure 3.7b. Table 3.3 summarizes the control rules for FLC based antenna 

pointing system which maps the fuzzy inputs to fuzzy output.   The fuzzy output is then 

defuzzified to obtain crisp value of output control.  

 

(a) Section of FLC rule base algorithm 
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 (b) Section of the FLC Rule Viewer 

Figure 3.7: Sections of FLC Rule Base and Rule Viewer 

Table 3.3: Rule Base Table 

DE/E NB NM NS ZR PS PM PB 

NB NB NB NB NM NS NS ZR 

NM NB NB NM NS NS ZR PS 

NS NB NM NS NS ZR PS PM 

ZR NM NM NS ZR PS PM PM 

PS NM NS ZR PS PS PM PB 

PM NS ZR PS PS PM PB PB 

PB ZR PS PS PM PB PB PB 

 

3.5 Design of Neuro-Fuzzy System Controller 

The development of Neuro-Fuzzy System Controller (NFSC) with its associated 

algorithms for the DC servomotor based satellite antenna positioning and tracking 

system was created within the Adaptive Neuro-Fuzzy Inference System (ANFIS) 

framework. This resembles a hybrid Neuro-Fuzzy system in which both fuzzy and 

neural networks techniques are deployed such that they incorporate and complement 
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each other in order to achieve a common goal. In this study, the two terms, NFSC and 

ANFIS have been used interchangeably to mean the same thing.  

3.5.1 Adaptive Neuro-Fuzzy Inference System (ANFIS) 

Adaptive Neuro-Fuzzy Inference System (ANFIS) method is used as a teaching method 

for Sugeno-type fuzzy systems and was proposed by Jang in 1993 [39]. ANFIS 

constructs an input-output mapping based both on human knowledge (in the form of 

fuzzy if then rules) and on generated input-output data pairs by using either back 

propagation algorithm or a hybrid algorithm that is the combination of the least-squares 

and back propagation gradient descent method. 

In applying ANFIS, usually the number and type of fuzzy system membership functions 

(MFs) has to be specified by user. The method is more efficient in the sense that it 

combines the advantages of FLC and NN approach in order to construct a nonlinear self-

tuning controller. In addition, since the rules are in linguistic format, intermediate results 

can be analyzed and interpreted easily. The design parameters required for any ANFIS 

controller are number of data pairs, training data sets and checking data sets. For training 

the number of epochs should be chosen to start the training and learning results verified 

after mentioning the step size. 

ANFIS method is also viewed by many researchers, as a hybrid method, which consists 

of two parts: gradient method that is applied to calculation of input membership function 

parameters and least square method which is applied to calculation of output function 

parameters [40]. A typical architecture of ANFIS control structure is shown in Figure 
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3.8, in which a circle indicates a fixed node, whereas a square indicates an adaptive node 

[41]. 

For simplicity, a two inputs x, y and one output z structure is considered. For a first 

order Sugeno fuzzy model with two fuzzy if-then rules, a common rule set can be 

expressed as in equations (3.42) and (3.43). 

 

Figure 3.8: A Typical ANFIS architecture 

Rule 1: If  is    and  is   , then: 

                                                                                                                              

Rule 2: If  is    and  is   , then: 

                                                                                                                          

where    and     are the fuzzy sets in the antecedent, and   ,   , and   , are the design 

parameters that are determined during the training process. 

The ANFIS network structure, is made up of a set of units (and connections) organized 

into five connected network layers, 1 to 5 as shown in Figure 3.8. The detailed functions 

performed by each layer is explained in [39] and [40] and summarized in the next 
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section under ANFIS design. The ANFIS structure can be tuned automatically by the 

hybrid learning algorithm using a least-square estimation (for output membership 

functions) and a back propagation algorithm (for output and input membership 

functions) [41], [42] and [28]. 

3.5.2 Neuro-Fuzzy System Controller Design 

The Adaptive Neuro-Fuzzy Inference System (ANFIS) controller generates change in 

the reference drive voltage based on position error E and derivative in the position error 

(speed error) DE as was defined in equations (3.35) and (3.36). In this study, first order 

Sugeno-type fuzzy inference is used for ANFIS and the typical fuzzy rule takes the form 

in equation (3.44). If E is     and DE is     then, 

                                                                                                                                         

where    and    are fuzzy sets in the antecedent and              is a crisp function in 

the consequent. The significance of each layer and operation of the 2-input-1-output 

ANFIS structure considered are [39], [40]: 

Layer 1: This layer (the fuzzification layer) enables the entry of raw data or crisp inputs 

from the target system into ANFIS. It is composed of a number of computing nodes 

whose activation functions are fuzzy logic membership functions, taken as triangular in 

this thesis. Each adaptive node generates the membership grades called fuzzy spaces for 

the input vectors                  and                   where n is the number of 

membership functions of the inputs (E and DE) chosen as        The degree to which 

the inputs lie within the fuzzy space is given a value normalized between   and  and 

the output is defined by (3.45). 
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Layer 2: Is the rule layer where each node is fixed. Once the locations of inputs in the 

fuzzy spaces are identified, the product of the degrees to which the inputs satisfy the 

membership functions is found. This product is called the _ring strength of a rule whose 

output is given by (3.46). In other words, it selects the minimum (min) value of the 

inputs. In this layer, the total number of Takagi-Sugeno rules is 49. 

                                          
                                                 

Layer 3: In layer 3, the normalization layer, the ratio of each rule's firing strength is 

calculated with respect to the sum of the firing strengths of all the rules. Each node in 

this layer is fixed. The      
node output is the     input activation level divided by the sum 

of all the activation levels of other inputs, (3.47). 

                                          
     

  

   
 
   

                                                

Layer 4: In layer 4, the defuzzification layer, the output of each node is the weighted 

consequent value. Adaptive node  in this layer calculates the contribution of     rule 

towards the overall output, with the following node function (3.48). 

                                          
                                                    

Layer 5: Layer 5 is the summation layer and its output, which is the sum of all the 

outputs of layer 4, gives the overall output for the respective inputs within the fuzzy 

space. The single fixed node in this layer computes the overall output as the sum of each 

rule's contribution, (3.49). 
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Before the ANFIS system can be used for prediction, the parameters of the rules are 

determined by first generating an initial FIS where first random values are assigned to 

the parameters. Next, an optimization scheme is applied to determine the best values of 

the parameters that would supply rules to idealistically model the target system. After 

training, the rules remain so that when new input data is presented to the model, the 

rules provide a corresponding reasonable output [40]. The optimization technique used 

is a hybrid learning algorithm that minimizes the error between the ANFIS model and 

the real system using training data from the target system to generate signals that 

propagate backwards and forwards and update the parameters [41]. The parameters to be 

trained are    and    of the premise parameters and   ,   , and   , of the consequent 

parameters. 

The ANFIS Editor GUI window in MATLAB includes four distinct areas to support a 

typical ANFIS design work flow which is shown in Fig. 3.9. 

It enables the following tasks to be performed: 

1. Loading, Plotting, and Clearing the Data. 

2. Generating or Loading the Initial FIS Structure. 

3. Training the FIS and last is validating the Trained FIS [42]. 

There are three constraints of using MATLAB ANFIS method: only Sugeno-type 

decision method is available, there can be only one output and lastly, defuzzification 

method is weighted mean value. For generating FIS structure, the triangular MF is used 

for the two input variables and output type is linear. The number of MFs for the input 
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variables E and DE is 7 and 7; the number of rules is then           . Fig. 3.10 shows 

the membership functions for E and DE before training. 

 

Figure 3.9: Steps for ANFIS controller Design 

 

(a) ANFIS Input 1: Position Error (b) ANFIS Input 2: Position Error Change 

Figure 3.10: ANFIS MFs for E (Input 1) and DE (Input 2) Before Training 

Fig. 3.11 shows the generated ANFIS structure and the rule viewer section used for the 

DC servo motor position controller design. 
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(a) Two input-1-output ANFIS model 

 

 (b) ANFIS Rule Viewer before training 

Figure 3.11: ANFIS Model and the Rule Viewer before Training 

The training, testing and checking data sets, shown in Table Appendix 4.2 of appendix 

4, were generated using code written in MATLAB m-file and experience drawn from the 
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performance of the PID and FLC controllers in the system. It has been used 80 % of the 

generated data sets for training the ANFIS system model and 10 % each as testing and 

checking data. Hybrid learning algorithm was used for training the generated FIS with 

the number of epochs as 100 and tolerance of 0:01 for best performance. It is already 

known that the triangular MF is specified by two parameters. Therefore, the ANFIS used 

here contains a total of 371 fitting parameters, of which                  , are the 

premise parameters and                  are the consequent parameters. 

Fig.3.12 shows optimized membership function for E and DE as well as the rule viewer 

after training. Thus an adaptive network that has exactly the same function as a Sugeno 

fuzzy model has been constructed. In Fig. 3.13, the training error response for trained 

ANFIS controller is presented. 

 

(a) ANFIS MFs: E and DE after training 
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 (b) ANFIS Rule Viewer after training 

Figure 3.12: Trained ANFIS MFs for E (Input 1) DE (Input 2) and Rule Viewer 

 

Figure 3.13: Trained ANFIS controller 
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The testing and checking (validation) plots are shown in Fig. 3.14. 

 

(a) Checking Data Plot for trained ANFIS (b) Testing Data Plot for trained ANFIS 

Figure 3.14: Checking and Testing of the Trained ANFIS 

Figure 3.15 and Figure 3.16 respectively, gives the surface and contour plots showing 

relationship between input and output parameters before training and after training. 

 

(a) ANFIS Surface Plot Before Training (b) ANFIS Contour Plot Before Training 

Figure 3.15: ANFIS Surface and Contour Plots Before Training 
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(a) ANFIS Surface Plot After Training (b) ANFIS Contour Plot After Training 

Figure 3.16: ANFIS Surface and Contour Plots After Training 

In any ANFIS design procedure, it is necessary to have a good set of data to train, check 

and test the controller model. Model validation is defined as the process by which the 

input vectors from input/output data sets on which the FIS was not trained, are presented 

to the trained FIS model, to observe how well the FIS model predicts the corresponding 

data set output values. In a real system, it is possible the training data set does not 

include all of the representative features that ought to have been modeled because of 

presence of noise and other disturbances to the model. That is why, the checking data 

set-II and testing data set-II were used which resembled the intrigues posed by these 

noisy conditions. The testing data set enabled checking of the generalization capability 

of the resulting fuzzy inference system. The rationale behind using a checking data set 

for model validation is that after a certain point in the training, the model begins over 

fitting the training data set. Principally, the model error for the checking data set tends to 

decrease as the training proceeds up to the point that over fitting starts, and then the 

model error for the checking data suddenly increases. Over fitting may be accounted for 
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by testing the FIS trained on the training data against the checking data, and selecting 

the membership function parameters to be those associated with the minimum checking 

error if these errors indicated model over fitting. 

3.5.3 Design Constraints of the Neuro-Fuzzy System Controller  

To train the Neuro-Fuzzy System Controller (NFSC), the limiting condition was that 

either the system could be taken off-line or it would be possible to model or simulate the 

system accurately. Further, since supervised learning was adopted, the following 

restrictions applied: 

1. Training data was available for the system to be controlled. 

2. The system to be controlled could be modeled or simulated. 

3. Knowledge base in terms of rules was available to the designer. 

The supervised learning was selected because labeled training data was available and the 

categories or clusters were known as opposed to unsupervised learning which is only 

used when categories are not known. 

3.6 SIMULINK Model Layouts 

The combined SIMULINK model for the designed PID, FLC and NFSC controllers 

created in MATLAB software for conducting the simulations is shown in Fig. 3.17 for 

industrial motor and in Fig. 3.18 for the prototype. The transfer functions utilized in Fig. 

3.17 and Fig. 3.18 are drawn from equations (3.25) (for industrial motor) and (3.26) (for 

prototype motor) respectively, where the denominators represent the corresponding 

characteristic polynomials. The FLC controller and MATLAB code were used to 

generate the required training data. The inputs of the controller were taken as reference 
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position represented by a step input signal and the actual position obtained from the 

actual output signal feedback. The output is the driving voltage to the motor driver. It is 

important to mention that the transfer function approach has been deployed in this 

section because of the following reasons: 

1. It is a mathematical model that gives the gain of the given block/system 

2. Once transfer function is known, any output for any given input, can be obtained 

3. From the knowledge of the transfer function the poles and zeros of the system 

(which play a very important role in response of the system) can be computed.  

4. From the characteristic equation, system stability can be inferred. 

5. The value of the transfer function is dependent on the parameters of the system 

and independent of the input applied. The value also represents the characteristic 

and property of the system itself. 

3.7 Prototype Development and Experimental Set Up 

3.7.1. Prototype Design Assumptions 

1. As a position reference, it shall be accepted that the North is 0
0
, the East is 90

0
, 

the South is      and the West is     . 

2. The case location for parabolic dish to be steered shall be assumed to be at Juja, 

Kenya (        ;          , Magnetic declination:          ). 

3. The antenna will be off-line i.e. not receiving any signals transmitted by the 

satellites selected. 
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Figure 3.17: PID, FLC and NFSC Industrial SIMULINK Model Layout 

3.7.2 Testing Control Algorithm and Software Design Implementation 

The control algorithm for positioning the antenna in the satellite tracking system was 

tested by the established communication link between the Arduino microcontroller and 

the MATLAB/SIMULINK software models via the USB port. 

In the prototype model shown in Fig. 3.19, the system could be driven based on any of 

the two sets of inputs, that is: 

(a) Desired DC servomotor angular position representing the satellite dish position 

versus the current measured position. 

(b) Desired received signal level by the satellite dish which is represented in the 

prototype by a signal generator against actual received signal strength. 
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Figure 3.18: PID, FLC and NFSC Prototype SIMULINK Model Layout 

However, the results presented used the first approach since it was convenient for the 

developed model, the available time as well as resources. The SIMULINK model for 

prototype testing is as shown in Fig. 3.19. The feedback is a signal representing the 

position. 

3.7.3 Prototype Model and Experimental Set up 

The first step in prototype system development was the realization of the mechanical 

assembly required to hold the parabolic antenna and bring it to the desired angular 

position. 
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Figure 3.19: SIMULINK Model for antenna position system with PID and ANFIS 

 

By means of the elevation movement system the mechanical design should enable the 

antenna to move upwards or downwards, depending on the direction of rotation of the 

elevation motor shaft from the current position through a total angular distance of    . 

On the other hand, the azimuth tracking system should enable horizontal movement, 

depending on the direction of rotation of the azimuth motor shaft from the current 

position through a total angular distance of     . This system was realized by fixing 
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two DC servomotors-SM-S4309M to an improvised pan-tilt system. A microcontroller 

(Arduino Mega 2560) preferred for its wide availability and easy manipulation used the 

NFSC algorithms created using MATLAB/SIMULINK to determine both the direction 

and amount of the servomotor (antenna) rotation and converted this information into the 

form of Pulse Width Modulation (PWM) signals sent to the servomotor driver unit. In 

practice, the alignment should be initiated based on the changing position of the target or 

only at the instants when the received signal level from the satellite under track (target) 

falls below the set threshold as monitored by the operator. However, in this case the 

angular coordinates were first computed off-line with reference to the targeted satellite 

locations, [43] and [44], and then this information fed to the system through input 

potentiometers calibrated in terms of volts/degrees rather than using a built-in 

computation unit. The information obtained regarding the satellites included: the desired 

Orbit Longitude, Dish Elevation, Azimuth (Magnetic Compass), Motor Drive sideways 

angle, main angle, downward tilt and polarization. Through calibration and appropriate 

scaling, these data sets were also converted to convenient forms for use in the training 

and testing of the ANFIS controller (see Table 4.5 and Table Appendix 2.1). The Neuro-

Fuzzy System Controller (NFSC) was realized as two single input and single output 

closed-loop control systems instead of a two-input and two-output system because 

movements need to be triggered in only one direction at a time. The prototype circuit 

diagram constructed within Proteus 8 Professional Simulator environment for software 

implementation is as shown in Fig.3.20. 
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Figure 3.20: Circuit Diagram of Satellite Dish Positioning System Prototype 

 

The experimental set ups for the prototype are as shown in Fig. 3.21 for the DC 

servomotor SM-S4309M and Fig. 3.22 for the improvised non-loaded pan-tilt platform. 

The overall hardware setup was centered on the Arduino Mega 2560 board.  
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Figure 3.21: Experimental Set up of Prototype with the DC servomotor 

The ANFIS code developed in C++ based on information derived from the MATLAB 

SIMULINK simulated model was converted to Arduino language and downloaded into 

the kit. 

The set up was realized as follows: 

1. The input potentiometer was connected to 5V power tapped from the Arduino 

board and central terminal connected to the A3 pin of the Arduino. 

2. The horizontal rotation DC servomotor was connected to 5V power from the 

Arduino board and its white signal wire connected to PIN 9. Similarly, the vertical 

rotation DC servomotor was powered and its signal cable connected to PIN 10. 
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Figure 3.22: Experimental Set up of Prototype with Tracking Platform 

 

3. The PWM outputs were taken from PINs 9 and 10 of the Arduino kit which were 

connected to the DSO through Channel-1. The DSO was then grounded. 

4.  The Arduino was connected to a laptop with MATLAB, Proteus and Arduino 

Development softwares installed through the USB cable and the desired motor drive 

voltages supplied via the input potentiometers. Finally, the corresponding PWM 

outputs were checked in the DSO. 
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Angular information about the locations for some satellites accessible from Juja, Kenya 

(Latitude: -1.1018°, Longitude: 37.0144°-identified based on the laptop’s Internet 

Protocol address), was obtained from online sources [43] and [44].  

These were then converted into corresponding voltages via input potentiometers and the 

output position for the respective servomotor measured via a digital multimeter. Since 

the system was considered off-line, the positions of the servomotors have been used to 

represent that of the load or the antenna in a real system. The results are shown in Table 

4.4. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The goal of this chapter is to present analysis and discussion of the results obtained from 

the study. The developed Neuro-Fuzzy System Controller (NFSC) for a satellite antenna 

positioning system, with its algorithm created within the ANFIS framework, has been 

tested by both simulation and experiments. These were carried out in MATLAB-

SIMULINK, Proteus Professional Prototyping Software and micro-controller 

environments. The NFSC as well as the PID controller was separately applied to both an 

industrial DC-servomotor satellite tracking plant and an experimental prototype while 

the FLC was tested on the industrial model only. In all cases, step input signal was 

selected as the reference signal since it directly represented changes in the position of 

the motors (load) and provided easy mapping with the potentiometers. The results 

obtained by using NFSC and FLC were compared with those of the PID in each case. 

This comparison was made in order to evaluate performance of the FLC and NFSC (in 

presence of saturation non-linearity) and to validate the accuracy of the design.  

4.1 Results on Development of NFSC Algorithm 

In the development of the NFSC, two training techniques i.e. back propagation 

algorithm (which resembles ANN) and the hybrid optimization technique (which is 

characteristic of ANFIS) were available for deployment. Moreover, there are several 

types of input membership functions that could be used and also whether the output 

membership functions took linear or constant forms. Consequently, it was necessary to 

check the suitability of each optimization technique in minimizing the error between the 
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desired position and the actual position of the DC servomotor prior to settling on one of 

them. The results obtained from an investigation of the performance of the two training 

techniques with different types and number of both input and output membership 

functions has been summarized in Table 4.1. It was noted that the ANFIS model 

deploying     input triangular MFs,    linear output MFs and trained by the hybrid 

algorithm registered the lowest mean squared error of only          and therefore 

offered the best dynamic and stabilized performance. 

Table 4.1: ANFIS Training and MFs Selection 

S/No. Input Membership 

Functions (MFs) 

Output 

Membership 

Functions (MFs) 

Training Error Based 

on Optimization 

Method 

 Number Type Number Type Back 

Propagation 

Hybrid 

1 5,5 Triangular 25 Constant 0.155 0.165 

2 5,5 Triangular 25 Linear 0.020 0.250 

3 5,5 Trapezoidal 25 Constant 0.320 0.187 

4 5,5 Trapezoidal 25 Linear 0.250 0.032 

5 5,5 Gaussian 25 Constant 0.187 0.140 

6 5,5 Gaussian 25 Linear 0.250 0.002 

7 7,7 Triangular 49 Constant 0.185 0.025 

8 7,7 Triangular 49 Linear 0.275 0.00015 

9 7,7 Trapezoidal 49 Constant 0.127 0.120 

10 7,7 Trapezoidal 49 Linear 0.250 0.00038 

11 7,7 Gaussian 49 Constant 0.450 0.100 

12 7,7 Gaussian 49 Linear 0.275 0.0006 

 

Surface plots and corresponding contour plots showing relationship between the two 

inputs parameters i.e. position error (input 2) and change in position error (input 1) and 

the ANFIS controller output (input signal to motor drive) before training and after 

training are given in Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.2. 
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(a) ANFIS Surface Plot Before Training (b) ANFIS Contour Plot Before Training 

Figure 4.1: ANFIS Surface and Contour Plots Before Training 

 

(a) ANFIS Surface Plot After Training (b) ANFIS Contour Plot After Training 

Figure 4.2: ANFIS Surface and Contour Plots After Training 

From the 3D surface plots and contour plots in Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.2, the blue color 

surfaces indicate the low error values i.e. that better output DC servo motor (load) 

position can be obtained and also sustained much easily (an almost linearized control 
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surface). The red, yellow and cyan color surfaces indicate the high error values which 

decrease from the former to the latter. This means that the probability of the ANFIS 

controller to converge to or predict desired output is low and much difficult to realize 

(resembling a non-linear control zone). From Figure 4.1, it is observed that before 

training the ANFIS, the antenna pointing error values are high in the DE range of     to 

    and E range of    to  . However, after training, the error values are high in the DE 

range of 0.3 to 0.4 and E range of    to  . The error values are low in all other ranges. 

4.2 PID, FLC and NFSC Results with Industrial Model 

The outputs of the PID and FLC controllers in terms of control signal amplitudes against 

time are shown in Figure 4.3 and Figure 4.4 respectively. Similarly, the output of the 

NFSC representing the control signal amplitudes (output of controller)  before training 

and after training are shown Figure 4.5 a) and b) respectively. The comparison between 

response of Mamdani FLC and Sugeno FLC is presented in Figure 4.6. 

 

Figure 4.3: PID Controller output 
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Figure 4.4: FLC Controller output 

 

 

a) Output of NFSC before Training 
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b) Output of NFSC After Training 

Figure 4.5: Output of NFSC Before and After Training 
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Figure 4.6: Response of Mamdani and Sugeno FLC  
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Figure 4.7 indicates a comparison between the Untrained NFSC response (plant output) 

to step input with that of the PID and FLC. With the PID controller acting under step 

input, it is seen that the response is not good owing to high overshoot and increased 

settling time. Both the Mamdani type FLC and the Sugeno FLC model responses to step 

input were investigated and noted to show no overshoot but the rise time is 

comparatively longer. The performance of the trained NFSC compared with PID and 

FLC is shown in Figure 4.8. 

 

Figure 4.7: Step input response with PID, FLC and Untrained NFSC 
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Figure 4.8: PID, FLC and Trained NFSC step input response 

Before training, it was observed that the response of NFSC depicted a high overshoot 

and longer settling time too but with a faster rise time. This is attributed to the fact that 

the controller had not been acquainted with the input data it was meant to work with and 

therefore could neither easily predict nor converge to the desired output. Once the NFSC 

has been trained, it is made aware of the kind of input data it is meant to handle and 

therefore possesses the ability to predict and promptly converge to the correct output 

based on the supplied sets of inputs. 

In addition, the system response was analyzed using NFSC, FLC and PID Controllers 

when different values of reference step input signal corresponding to the desired motor 

(hence load) positions were applied. The corresponding results were studied and the 

estimated time response characteristics have been summarized in Table 4.2. 
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Table 4.2: Results With Various Step Inputs 

Step 

Input 
PID FLC-Mamdani FLC-Sugeno NFSC 

                                      

(V) (s) (s) (%) (s) (s) (%) (s) (s) (%) (s) (s) (%) 

1 0.7 4.0 21.0 1.9 2.5 0.0 1.8 2.1 0.0 0.2 0.8 7.0 

2 0.6 4.2 20.0 2.1 2.4 0.0 1.7 2.0 0.0 0.2 0.8 7.0 

3 0.7 4.5 21.0 2.2 2.5 0.0 1.8 2.0 0.0 0.3 0.7 8.0 

4 0.7 4.4 22.0 2.2 2.4 0.0 1.7 2.0 0.0 0.2 0.8 8.0 

5 0.6 4.5 21.0 2.2 2.4 0.0 1.7 2.1 0.0 0.3 0.8 9.0 

6 0.7 4.5 22.0 2.0 2.4 0.0 1.8 2.1 0.0 0.2 0.9 9.0 

7 0.7 4.2 21.0 2.0 2.3 0.0 1.8 2.1 0.0 0.3 0.9 7.0 

Avg 0.7 4.3 21.0 2.0 2.4 0.0 1.8 2.1 0.0 0.2 0.8 8.0 

 

From the results registered with various step inputs, it is seen that NFSC provides 

response with faster settling times and minimized rise time albeit the presence of 

saturation nonlinearity. From the average values in Table 4.2, NFSC recorded the best 

average performance. 

The rise time is 2.0 sec. for Mamdani FLC model, 1.8 sec. for Sugeno FLC model, 0.2 

sec for the Takagi-Sugeno NFSC model and 0.7 sec for the PID control for response to 

transit from 10% to 90% of the steady state value. 

The maximum overshoot with NFSC is minimized up to 8% while it was 21% with PID 

though there was no overshoot with the FLC controller. 

The settling time is 2.4 sec for Mamdani FLC model, 2.1 sec for Sugeno FLC, 0.8 sec 

for the NFSC and 4.3 sec for the PID. 

It can be understood from this study that while using NFSC the system tends to approach 

the new set position in the fastest time (0.2 sec) and with acceptable overshoot (8%) as 
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compared to both PID and FLC controller. The PID controller despite showing 

unacceptable overshoot does not easily reach a steady state. 

Although no overshoot was registered with FLC, it lacks the learning ability offered by 

the NFSC which has been acquired at the expense of an 8% overshoot introduced in 

steady state value but which is still within the desired limit of less than 10%. Therefore, 

the NFSC met all the design specifications. 

4.3 Results of PID and NFSC with Prototype Model 

In Figure 4.9, a plot is made to compare the step input response between the PID and 

NFSC before training while Figure 4.10 shows the response after training and 

optimization the NFSC. 

 

Figure 4.9: Response of PID and Untrained NFSC on Prototype 
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Figure 4.10: Response of PID and Trained NFSC on Prototype 

The prototype system response was also tested using the NFSC and PID controllers 

when different values of reference step input signal commensurate to the desired 

positions were applied as shown in Table 4.3. 

Table 4.3: Prototype Results with Various Step Inputs 

Step 

Input 
PID 

NFSC Response 

Before Training 

NFSC Response After 

Training 

 
                           

(V) (s) (s) (%) (s) (s) (%) (s) (s) (%) 

1 0.4 4.5 18.5 2.2 3.5 0.0 1.5 1.6 0.0 

2 0.5 4.2 18.0 2.2 3.7 0.0 1.2 1.7 0.0 

3 0.4 4.4 19.0 2.3 3.5 0.0 1.3 1.7 0.0 

4 0.5 4.8 18.5 2.2 3.7 0.0 1.2 1.6 0.0 

5 0.5 4.9 18.0 2.3 3.6 0.0 1.3 1.5 0.0 

Avg 0.5 4.6 18.5 2.3 3.6 0.0 1.3 1.6 0.0 
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From the average values in Table 4.3, NFSC recorded the best average performance. 

The rise time is 2.3 sec for the Takagi-Sugeno NFSC model prior to training, 1.3 sec 

after training and 0.5 sec for the PID controller. The maximum overshoot is 18.5 % with 

PID and 0.0% with NFSC before and after training the NFSC. The settling time is 3.6 

sec and 1.6 sec for the NFSC before and after training respectively due to its learning 

ability and 4.6 sec for the PID controller. 

This can once again be explained by the fact that while using NFSC the system tends to 

approach and settle at the desired position in the fastest time as compared to PID which 

apart from its high overshoot takes longer to acquire steady state. The NFSC manifested 

its learning strength which was achieved at the expense of increased rise time of 1.3 sec 

introduced in the response. However, this is still well within the desired rise time limit of 

less than 4 sec and hence highly acceptable. 

By comparing the results obtained between the industrial model and the prototype model 

using the developed control algorithms, it was observed that even with changes in the 

plant model, there was no significant impact on the control system performance. This is 

attributed to the training of the NFSC which injected the right level of intelligence to the 

controller thereby improving its time domain step response characteristics and tolerance 

to changes in plant dynamics (nonlinearities). This therefore, is a direct pointer towards 

the ability of the controller to work for the DC servomotor system non-linearities and 

other dynamic changes in its operating conditions. A typical Pulse Width Modulated 

(PWM) output from the prototype circuit within the Proteus Professional Software 

environment is shown in Figure 4.11 at a duty ratio of 25%. 
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Figure 4.11: DSO PWM signals under ANFIS in Proteus 

4.4 Experimental Results 

The experimental results, shown in terms of Pulse Width Modulated (PWM) signals, on 

the performance of the NFSC on the DC servomotor SM-S4309M prototype antenna 

positioning hardware model with various reference position inputs were observed as 

shown in Figures 4.12, 4.13, 4.14 and 4.15.  

 

(a) PWM Output for a 0.00V Input 
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(b) PWM Output for a 1.00V Input 

Figure 4.12: PWM Output with NFSC for 0.00V and 1.00V Inputs 

 

(a) PWM Output for a 1.50V Input 
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 (b) PWM Output for a 2.00V Input 

Figure 4.13: PWM Output with NFSC for 1.50V and 2.00V Inputs 

 

(a) PWM Output for a 2.50V Input 
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 (b) PWM Output for a 3.00V Input 

Figure 4.14: PWM Output with NFSC for 2.50V and 3.00V Inputs 

 

(a) PWM Output for Desired Voltage of 3.50V 
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(b) PWM Output for a 4.00V Input 

Figure 4.15: PWM Output with NFSC for 3.50V and 4.00V Inputs 

 
The electrical inputs to the DC servo motor were converted to PWM signals using code 

running on Arduino Mega 2560 microcontroller to provide easy visualization on the 

Digital Storage Oscilloscope (DSO).  The signals also aid in maintaining a particular 

value of electrical input to the motor for the entire duration of the pulse (based on the 

duty cycle). Fig. 4.16 assists in extracting the key parameters i.e. duty cycle and the dc 

voltage, from the PWM waveforms which are summarized in Table 4.4.  
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b) PWM Output with NFSC for 1.00V input 

 

c) PWM Output with NFSC for 2.00V Input 

Figure 4.16: Interpretation of PWM Outputs with NFSC 
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The performance of the NFSC in dish antenna positioning was tested with selected 

satellite locations and the results obtained recorded as shown in Table 4.5. Since the 

system was considered off-line, the positions of the servomotors have been used to 

represent those of the load or the antenna in a real system.        

                    Table 4.4: Interpretation of PWM Outputs with NFSC 

Figure Electrical 

Input to 

Motor ( ) 

Amplitude 

( ) 

RMS 

Value  

( ) 

Rise Time 

(  ) 

Duty 

Cycle 

( ) 

Frequency 

(  ) 

4.12(a)                                  

4.12(b)                                  

4.13(a)                                  

4.13(b)                                  

4.14(a)                                  

4.14(b)                                  

4.15(a)                                  

4.15(b)                                  

 

Table 4.5: Experimental Results with Various Satellite locations 

S/N

o. 

Desired Satellite  Desired Motor Drive Measured Moto Drive With 

ANFIS 

  Sideways Vertical Sideways Vertical 

  Deg Volt Deg Volt Deg Volt Deg Volt 

1      TELKOM 1                                                

2       SKYNET 5A                                                 

3 85.1E INTELSAT 15                                                 

4 80E COSMOS 2473                                               

5 70.5E EUTELSAT 70B                                           

6 66.2E GALAXY 27                                              

7 55E GSAT-16                                             

8 45E INTELSAT 12                                            

9 25.1E SKYNET 5B                                                 

10 10E EUTELSAT 10A                                                 

11 -5WEUTELSAT-WST A                                                   

12 -30W SPAINSAT                                                     
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The pointing accuracy was within the stated performance criteria tolerance value of 

(   ) or     of the target angular orientation. For example, for TELKOM 1 at      , 

the % error in horizontal position=                                 and the % 

error in vertical position=                                        . 

Similarly, for SPAINSAT at        the % error in horizontal position=          

                                and the % error in vertical 

position=                                        . The discrepancies are 

due to conversion errors introduced by the potentiometers.  

4.5. Summary of Key Features of the Developed NFSC 

Compared to what has been done by other researchers and basing on the results 

obtained, the following aspects are novel to this study: 

1. The development of the NFSC, with its algorithms created within the ANFIS 

framework, for a DC servomotor based satellite antenna positioning and tracking 

system. The main new features of the developed NFSC include:  

a) The training, testing and checking data used are unique to this study and were 

obtained using a unique MATLAB code customized with information from the 

selected target satellite locations. 

b) The ANFIS model deployed     triangular input membership functions,    linear 

output membership functions, and trained using hybrid algorithm thereby 

registering a root mean squared error of only          which turned out to be the 

most optimal compared to other possible combinations (See Table 4.1). 
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c) Presentation and analysis of the developed ANFIS controller performance before 

training and after training particularly in terms of surface plots and corresponding 

contour plots. This created a clear picture of the impact of training. 

d) The tracking performance parameters obtained with the NFSC for both the 

industrial and prototype models are unique and better (see Table 4.2 and Table 4.2)  

2. The developed prototype was unique in the following sense: 

a) The DC servomotor used i.e. SPRINGRC motor SM-S4309M and experimental 

determination of its parameters. 

b) The transfer function developed for the prototype model using this motor. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATION 

5.1 Conclusions from PID, FLC and NFSC Controllers 

The objective of this thesis to design NFSC Controller for D.C. servomotor-based 

antenna pointing system has been successfully achieved. This was verified through 

simulated output responses of the system to step input signal which satisfied the design 

criteria. Also, the experimental results obtained from the prototype showed that the 

control system developed and its algorithms worked and could be deployed in driving 

the azimuth and elevation DC servomotors so as to steer a parabolic dish antenna and 

keep it always within the desired line of sight with a particular satellite.  

The FLC by itself increased the settling time to 2.4 seconds but had a rise time of 2.0 

seconds and decreased the overshoot to zero (0) %. The Takagi-Sugeno FLC recorded a 

better rise time of 1.6 seconds and settling time of 2.1 seconds compared to the 

Mamdani FLC model. The bench-marking PID controller registered a rise time of 0.7 

seconds, settling time of 4.3 seconds and an overshoot of 21 %.  

The ANFIS approach provided the best performance with a rise time of 0.2 seconds, 

settling time of 0.8 seconds and an overshoot of 8.0 % thus meeting all the specifications 

of the tracking system. Therefore, the objectives were achieved in totality for the design, 

software simulations as well as experiments conducted. 
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5.2 Recommendation 

Some of the feasible advancements and further research work are suggested below: 

(a) In this study, the control system was centered on the DC servomotor and the Global 

Positioning System (GPS) coordinates of the satellites which represented how much 

rotation was required. Further, the system was considered to be off-line and therefore 

did not require any signal information being handled by the satellite dish or 

transceiver system. The controller may be applied in real time to achieve an 

automatic satellite tracking with parabolic antenna using data derived from the signal 

strength. 

(b) The NFSC can be further optimized using Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO)  or 

Genetic Algorithm (GA) and investigated on whether shorter rise times and settling 

times may be achieved. This should improve the classification accuracy of the ANFIS 

system and realization of the optimal number of rules. 

(c) The approach can be extended to highly non-linear model such as marine industry to 

solve the problem of auto-tracking and stabilization of a marine vessel antenna 

system for offshore Very Small Aperture Terminal (VSAT) communication.  

(d) The algorithms may be applied in automated alignment of microwave dishes for Base 

Transceiver Stations in mobile communication. This process in several occasions is 

still being done manually where riggers climb the towers and maneuver the dishes 

manually while measuring signal levels at either ends of the link. This is not only 

time consuming but is also risky due to the heights involved such as 15m to 50m. 
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APPENDICES 

Appendix 1: Experimental Determination of DC Servomotor Parameters 

 

The parameters of the DC servomotor-SM-S4309M used in the prototype were 

determined experimentally. The procedures followed and results obtained are presented 

in this section. All the relevant circuits were connected to a +/- 15V power supply from 

which a voltage between 0V and 6V (the drive voltage range for the prototype motor) 

was obtained. The results obtained had been summarized in Table 3.1 in section 3.2, 

with an offline load of radius       and weight of   . 

Appendix 1.1 Determination of Armature Resistance and Inductance 

The motor connector was disconnected and the DC resistance across the motor terminals 

was measured using a digital multimeter. The minimum resistance was found to be      

as the shaft was manually rotated while taking different readings since the DC motor 

resistance is different at different shaft positions. To obtain the armature inductance, a 

low voltage ac source of 1.2Vpeak-to-peak was applied to the armature winding. The 

voltage and the current were measured and recorded using two multimeters. Next, the 

DC motor impedance was calculated using equation (Appendix 1.1): 

  
 

 
 

   

    
                                                                         

where   is the impedance in ohms,   is the measured ac voltage in volts and   is the 

measured current in amperes. 

The reactance,  in      is obtained as       using equation (Appendix 1.2) with the 

known values of the other two parameters. 
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The armature inductance  is then obtained as          by using this value of   and 

frequency,         in         . The armature voltage was noted as       

Appendix 1.2 Determination of Motor Back e.m.f and Torque Constant 

The motor back e.m.f constant was obtained as the ratio of the voltage to the speed in 

        by using equation (Appendix 1.3) after measuring the armature voltage and 

current at a speed of      . 

   
         

               
 

               

           
                                               

 

When torque constant and voltage constant are given in terms of         and      

               , then they are numerically equal, hence              . 

Appendix 1.3 Motor Inertia and Damping Constants 

 

The motor inertia constant was obtained as               by using equation 

(Appendix 1.4) and the motor damping constant taken to be numerically equal to half the 

inertial constant as                .  

 

    
           
       

 
             

               
                                                              

 

 

Where     , is the frequency at which the phase lag is about    . This was obtained by 

recording the tachometer output amplitude at this frequency when a    (peak -peak) was 

applied at frequencies ranging from           . 
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Appendix 1.4 Load Inertia and Damping Constants 

The load inertia constant was obtained as                 by using equation 

(Appendix 1.5) and the load damping constant taken to be numerically equal to the 

inertia constant as                 . 

    
     

  
 

             

        
                                                          

where 

    Weight (N), 

   Radius (m) and 

   Gravitational constant (    ). 

Appendix 1.5 Equivalent viscous friction Coefficient and Moment of inertia 

 

The Equivalent viscous friction Coefficient,                   and Equivalent 

Moment of inertia              have been obtained using equation (Appendix 1.6) 

and (Appendix 1.7) where    
  

  
 is the gear ratio. 

 

         
  

  
                

 

   
                                  

         
  

  
               

 

   
                                              

Appendix 2: Measurements on DC Servo Motor Feedback System 

Figure Appendix 2.1 shows the experimental set up while Figure Appendix 2.2 shows 

the SIMULINK model used in monitoring the DC Servo Motor Feedback System. 
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Figure Appendix 2.1: Set up with Arduino board to Measure servo Feedback 

 

Figure Appendix 2.2: SIMULINK Model for Measuring Servomotor Feedback  
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The results on the performance of the servo motor feedback system with various 

reference position inputs were observed and recorded as shown in Table Appendix 2.1. 

In Table Appendix 2.2, the measurements obtained using SIMULINK model of Figure 

Appendix 2.2 for the back e.m.f generated is presented. This experiment was important 

in enabling the testing and verification of the performance of the DC servomotor-SM-

S4309M feedback mechanism which influences the ability of the developed NFSC 

algorithm to control the motor position.  

Table Appendix 2.1: Experimental Measurements on DC Servomotor Feedback  

S/No. Reference 

Voltage ( ) 

Desired Angle 

(degrees) 

Actual Voltage ( ) 

From Internal 

Potentiometer 

Electrical Input 

to DC Motor ( ) 

1                     

2                      

3                      

4                      

5                      

6                      

7                      

8                       

9                       

10                       

11                       

12                       

13                       

 

It was noted that the servomotor would only move in cases where there was a difference 

between the reference output voltage captured by the internal potentiometer and the 

external PWM reference voltage supplied externally through the microcontroller. 
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Table Appendix 2.2: Experimental Measurements on DC Servomotor back e.m.f 

S/No. Reference Step 

Input Voltage ( ) 

Output 

Voltage ( ) 

Back emf 

  (       ) 

Electrical Input to 

DC Motor ( ) 

1                         

2                         

3                         

4                         

5                         

 

Appendix 3: Tuning PID Controller using Ziegler-Nichols Method 

The Ziegler-Nichols (ZN) method is a conventional PID tuning method which is widely 

accepted as standard for design of various controllers. Ziegler-Nichols presented two 

methods: Step response method and Frequency response method. In this thesis 

frequency response method was used to tune the PID controller.  

The procedure is as follows: First, the derivative time (  ) is set to zero and integral 

time    set to infinity. This is used to get the initial PID setting of the systems. The 

critical gain (  ) and periodic oscillations (  ) are determined by using Routh-Hurwitz 

criteria. From the Routh-Hurwitz rows,    and    are determined by equating the rows 

containing     and      to zero respectively. Next, the PID gains of     ,     and     are 

obtained using relations presented in Table Appendix 3.1 and the formulas     =0.6x  , 

    
    

  
 and            with the critical period,     

  

 
.  A proportional controller 

will have the effect of reducing the rise time and will reduce but never eliminate the 

steady-state error. An integral control will eliminate the steady-state error for a constant 

or step input, but it may make the transient response slower. A derivative control will 
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increase the system stability, reducing the overshoot, and improving the transient 

response. 

Table Appendix 3.1: ZN PID Tuning Parameters 

Control 

Type 

         

P       infinity   

PI                    

PID                 

 

Letting      and      in equation 3.25, the azimuth antenna position control 

system transfer function becomes equation (Appendix 3.1). The value of     that makes 

the system marginally stable so that sustained oscillations occurs is obtained by use of 

Routh stability criterion. 

        

      
  

      

                           
                                                  

The characteristic equation for the closed loop system is as shown in equation 

(Appendix 3.2) and the Routh array is as indicated in Table Appendix 3.2. 

                                                                         
 

Table Appendix 3.2: Routh Array for antenna azimuth ZN Critical Gain 

Column One Column Two Column Three 

         

                      

                             

                 

 

The value of the critical gain     is evaluated as           and the roots of the 

characteristic equation becomes             ;               and             
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or            The gain parameters for the azimuth PID controller are therefore 

evaluated as:                                                      

                                                           and 

    
    

  
 

  

  
        The advantage of this method is that it is easy to conduct the 

experiment as only the Proportional (P) controller needs to be adjusted. It also gives an 

indication about the dynamics affecting the behavior of the system since it is an online 

tuning method. However, the disadvantages of this method are that the experiment can 

be time consuming and can also upset the process thus venture it into the unstable 

regions. 

Appendix 4: Arduino Mega 2560 and NFSC Design Data 

The Arduino Mega 2560 is a microcontroller board based on the ATmega 2560 and is 

shown in Figure Appendix 4.1. It has 54 digital input/output pins (of which 14 can be 

used as PWM outputs), 16 analog inputs, 4 UARTs (hardware serial ports), a 16 MHz 

crystal oscillator, a USB connection, a power jack, an In-Circuit Serial Programming 

header and a reset button. It contains everything needed to support the microcontroller 

and can be powered by connecting it to a computer with a USB cable or using an AC-to-

DC adapter or battery. The Advantages of using the Arduino Mega are: Arduino 

simplifies the amount of hardware and software development needed to get the system 

running, the Arduino hardware platform already has the power and reset circuitry setup, 

it already has circuitry to program and communicate with the microcontroller over the 

USB port and it provides a number of libraries to make programming easier. 

The technical specifications of the microcontroller are given in Table Appendix 4.1. 
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Figure Appendix 4.1: Arduino Mega 

Table Appendix 4.1: Arduino Mega 2056 Technical Specifications 

Parameter Specification 

Microcontroller ATmega 2560 

Operating Voltage    

Input Voltage (recommended)       

Input Voltage (limit)       

Digital Input/output (I/O) Pins 54 (of which 15 provide PWM output) 

Analogue Input Pins    

DC Current per (I/O) Pin      

DC Current for      Pin      

Flash Memory       (    used by bootloader) 

SRAM     

EEPROM     

Clock Speed       

 

The control algorithm for positioning the antenna in the satellite tracking system was 

tested by the established communication link between the Arduino microcontroller and 

the MATLAB/SIMULINK software models via the USB port.  
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Table Appendix 4.2: NFSC Training, Checking and Testing Data Sets 

 
Table Appendix 4.2 shows the NFSC Training, Checking and Testing Data sets that 

were used to achieve the successful design of NFSC Controller within the ANFIS 

framework. 
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Appendix 5: Steady State Error 

The steady state error (   ) is a measure of the difference between the desired output and 

actual output defined using final value theorem as in equation (Appendix 5.1). 

       
   

  
    

          
                                                                              

The steady state error depends on type of input      and the type of system              

Control systems may depict steady state errors for changes in position, velocity or 

acceleration. These are analyzed using position error constants (  ) for step input, 

velocity error constant       for ramp input and acceleration error constant       In this 

study, since antenna tracking  system is a positioning control system relying accurate 

positioning of the DC servomotors and its load, the step input signal was used as the test 

signal. The steady state error value regarding position control with the step input signal 

was zero ( ) for both the industrial model and prototype model as given in equations 

(            ,                             and             ). 

      
   

             
   

     

                  
                              

    
 

    
 

 

   
                                                       

      
   

             
   

      

                   
                                      

    
 

    
 

 

   
                                                       

Hence, the steady state error was made zero by ensuring that the position control transfer 

function was a type one system thus resulting to    being infinite. 
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